Linemen Joey Payne (plaid shirt) and Chris Duffy (red shirt) of Wells REC work to restore power at a Motel 6 in Wells, Nevada.
Story on page 12.
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When I was young, I kept a scrapbook with photos of my heroes. I had pages for Willie Mays, John Glenn, Martin Luther King, Jr., and other extraordinary people who did extraordinary things. It was as much about their personalities and accomplishments as the values they represented — character, selflessness, and bravery. And when I was worried about our country’s future, or just having a bad day, I looked it over. It helped remind me what’s possible when we do our best. I don’t keep it up, but if I did, this year I would have added thousands of pictures of our members who have been involved in all aspects of work around wildfires and public safety power shut-offs.

Because while the planned shut-offs in Northern California might have been managed more effectively by the company, there is no doubt that the hard work Local 1245 members did kept our communities safer, and even saved lives. After winds surged above 50 miles per hour in 16 high-risk locations across the state, our members personally accompanied them in the field. In addition to the physical risks associated with electricity, gas and working at heights, many faced angry and even violent customers. Our members were shouted at. Designated. And one of our trucks, traveling south on I-5 near Colusa, was shot at. It is a miracle that there were no fatalities.

Of course, none of our members are responsible for climate change. Or misguided housing policy that allows for dense development in high fire-risk areas. Or forestry practices because they are the most visible, they have been confronted repeatedly by confusion and angry people.

They have a singular job — restore service while keeping themselves, and their fellow citizens, safe. And in the face of danger, commitment, and extremely difficult fire conditions, they did their best.

You are my heroes. Because nothing in this state — not our businesses, not our schools, not our hospitals or transportation systems — would work without you. I am as proud as proud can be to work for you and your union.

For the first time since our annual climate-driven fire season has set in, we took preventative measures to stop fires before they started. Call center workers answered questions and relayed crucial information around the clock, support staff (fleet and materials) kept operations running smoothly, and first responders rushed to the scene when needed. Hundreds of crews of 1245 workers spent days away from home, working long hours, to get the lights back on.

But sadly, they were not always met with the respect they deserve. Recently, an added element of danger has accompanied them in the field. In addition to the physical risks associated with electricity, gas and working at heights, many faced angry and even violent customers. Our members were shouted at. Designated. And one of our trucks, traveling south on I-5 near Colusa, was shot at. It is a miracle that there were no fatalities.

Of course, none of our members are responsible for climate change. Or misguided housing policy that allows for dense development in high fire-risk areas. Or forestry practices because they are the most visible, they have been confronted repeatedly by confused and angry people.

They have a singular job — restore service while keeping themselves, and their fellow citizens, safe. And in the face of danger, commitment, and extremely difficult fire conditions, they did their best.

You are my heroes. Because nothing in this state — not our businesses, not our schools, not our hospitals or transportation systems — would work without you. I am as proud as proud can be to work for you and your union.

The at the end of the day, the golf tournament winners were announced:

- **1st Place**: Nate Datus, Tony Trigo, Anthony Trigo, Joe Olivia
- **2nd Place**: Zack Baker, Chris Wilson, Ron Scott, John Olson
- **3rd Place**: Larry Youngblood, Mike Phillips, Nick Stevenson, Manuel Santan

**Longest drive (male)**: Anthony Trigo

**Longest drive (female)**: Shelby Mitchell

“Just want to give a big thank you to the backbone of this tournament – union staffs Gail Varner, Liz McInnis, Mike Saner, JV Macor, Lou Mennell and all the volunteers from the hall, as well as my two sisters, Diamond Kinlaw and Molly Hofman, and my daughter, Katie Mendoza who got up at 3:00 am to help her Dad,” said IBEW 1245 Business Rep John Mendoza, who chairs the event.

“It was a beautiful day to play and great to see everyone return to the tournament. As always, it went off without a hitch,” Mendoza continued. “Everyone enjoyed the food and raffle at the union hall after the tournament. I hope to see everyone again next year on October 3, 2020 for our 33rd annual golf tournament!”

**$1 Dues Increase**

Effective January 2020, dues for “A” and “BA” members will increase by one dollar. Per capita is $40.00 for A membership and $22.00 for BA membership.

— Muriel Moore, IBEW 1245 Dues Processor

---

**Unit meeting changes**

**Unit #4721, Hayward/Newark (DaveyTree),** has relocated its meeting to Round Table Pizza at 5544 Thornton Ave, Newark CA. The unit meeting time and dates will remain the same.

— Junior Ornelas, IBEW 1245 Business Rep

**Unit #3316, Fallon,** has relocated its unit meeting to Pizza Barn, 1981 W. Williams Ave, Fallon, NV. The dates and time will remain the same.

— Adam Weber, IBEW 1245 Business Rep

**Unit #1313, Topock,** has moved its December unit meeting from Dec 5 to Dec. 3. The time and location will remain the same.

— Mark Rolow, IBEW 1245 Business Rep

**Unit #3731, City of Healdsburg,** has changed its unit meeting date to the third Tuesday of each month. The meeting time and location will remain the same.

— JV Macor, IBEW 1245 Business Rep

**Unit #3313, Yerington,** has changed its unit meeting start time to 5:30pm.

— Adam Weber, IBEW 1245 Business Rep

**Unit #3217, City of Redding, Shasta Lake, and Bella Vista Water,** has relocated its unit meeting to Market Street Pizza at 871 N. Market St, Redding, CA. The meeting time and dates will remain the same.

— Dominic McCurtain, IBEW 1245 Business Rep

---
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**32nd Annual IBEW 1245 Golf Tournament**

More than 100 golfers hit the links for IBEW 1245’s 32nd annual Golf Tournament, which took place on Oct. 5 at Cypress Lakes Golf Course in Vacaville.

“It’s a great event. We’ve been going since it used to be at the Green Tree golf course, probably maybe eight or nine years,” said IBEW 1245 member John Askew, who works at PG&E’s Vacaville Grid Control Center. “We started getting teams together. We’ve got a couple of teams out here today from the same shop. So it’s a lot of fun.”

While some come to compete, most of the golfers in attendance are just happy to have the opportunity to spend time with their co-workers off the clock.

“It’s a chance to bring everybody together, and the barbecue and stuff at the hall is a good experience,” said local 1245 member Jake Van Netta, a PG&E electric meter technician out of Stockton. “It’s fun, and I look forward to it every year. I always have a great time.”

After an enjoyable morning on the course and a tasty lunch at the union hall, the always-exciting raffle commenced. A few lucky participants walked away with some incredible prizes, including golf clubs, a tablet, a flat screen TV, some top shelf tequila, and a Yeti cooler.

—at the end of the day, the golf tournament winners were announced:

- **1st Place**: Nate Datus, Tony Trigo, Anthony Trigo, Joe Olivia
- **2nd Place**: Zack Baker, Chris Wilson, Ron Scott, John Olson
- **3rd Place**: Larry Youngblood, Mike Phillips, Nick Stevenson, Manuel Santan

- **Longest drive (male)**: Anthony Trigo
- **Longest drive (female)**: Shelby Mitchell

“Just want to give a big thank you to the backbone of this tournament – union staffs Gail Varner, Liz McInnis, Mike Saner, JV Macor, Lou Mennell and all the volunteers from the hall, as well as my two sisters, Diamond Kinlaw and Molly Hofman, and my daughter, Katie Mendoza who got up at 3:00 am to help her Dad,” said IBEW 1245 Business Rep John Mendoza, who chairs the event.

“It was a beautiful day to play and great to see everyone return to the tournament. As always, it went off without a hitch,” Mendoza continued. “Everyone enjoyed the food and raffle at the union hall after the tournament. I hope to see everyone again next year on October 3, 2020 for our 33rd annual golf tournament!”

---

**Hitting the Links**

**First Place, from left:** Nate Datus, Tony Trigo, Anthony Trigo and Joe Olivia
Second Place, from left: Chris Wilson, Zack Baker, Ron Scott, John Olson

Third Place, from left: Larry Youngblood, Mike Phillips, Nick Stevenson and Manuel Santana

The Women's Long Drive Winner, Shelby Mitchell

The Men's Long Drive Winner, Anthony Trigo

Special thanks to our event sponsors:
A 2 Z
Delta Dental
Neyhart Anderson
Saner, Mike
Gallo Group Of Merrill Lynch
Boxer & Gerson
Evart, Young & Hobbs
Ibew Lu 47
Adams Broadwell Mastagni Holdstedt
Veteran Power
Western Line Contractors
Rokstad Power Underground Construction
Par
American Time
In the San Francisco Bay Area, everyone knows “Karl the Fog” — the tongue-in-cheek nickname for the unique coastal atmospheric conditions that result in a thick blanket of perennial low-lying cloud cover. Karl the Fog can turn even the sunniest and warmest of summer days into a dark, chilly afternoon in just a matter of minutes, and is likely the impetus behind the age-old adage, “The coldest winter I ever spent was a summer in San Francisco.”

Thanks to Karl and all his moisture, metal structures near the coast tend to rust and degrade more rapidly — and for a perfect example, look no further than Sausalito, a small coastal community just north of the Golden Gate Bridge where 10 PG&E transmission towers have recently been tagged for immediate replacement. These 10 towers are part of the 60KV line that services all of Sausalito, so before they can be wrecked out and replaced, a shoo fly needs to be constructed to ensure uninterrupted service for Sausalito’s residents and visitors.

In late August, the Utility Reporter caught up with the IBEW 1245 transmission line crew from PG&E that’s been tasked with constructing the shoo fly. According to PG&E Crew Foreman and 22-year IBEW member Andy Contreras, the job came with its fair share of hurdles — not the least of which is Karl himself.

“Karl likes to come in during the summertime and sit in the mountains right on the ridge where the line is being built and not move all day long. I think in the month of July, we probably worked one-third of the days, and the other two-thirds of the days, we were fogged out. Since June 20th I have not seen three days of sun without fog here,” Contreras explained. “So it’s been very difficult to plan and build the schedule around the fog. There were some days that the fog didn’t clear till two o’clock, and the helicopters would come in and land and we’d start work at three o’clock in the afternoon and work till six or seven o’clock at night.”

In addition to Karl, the crew has also had to contend with the challenges associated with the line’s unique location.

“The shoo fly and the 10 towers are all in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA) … In my 22 years, this is the most sensitive area I have ever worked in,” said Contreras, explaining the delicate nature of utility work in such protected spaces. “They have sensitive flowers, grasslands, oak trees. Every day we have a biologist with us at every location. We have to check in at a gate. Our truck’s got to be washed — they get inspected to make sure we’re not transporting any weeds from other places. And we have to spray our boots with peroxide, so we don’t track anything in.”

Getting materials and equipment in and out of the GGNRA was a challenge in and of itself, as basically everything needed to be transported via helicopter. The famously scenic park is heavily trafficked with tourists and locals alike, especially during the weekends, and the choppers are prohibited from flying on those busy days. To keep the park visitors safe, the crew has had to shut down multiple trails while the choppers are flying in and out during the week, with 10 traffic controllers stationed on the trails to ensure no members of the public entered into the work spaces.

Due to these extenuating factors, and Karl in particular, the shoo fly took a bit longer than expected, but Contreras was hopeful that the clear weather would hold and allow his crew to finish up their work within a few days, so that the tower replacement could begin.

— Rebecca Band, IBEW 1245 Communications Director
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From left: Jacob Barber, Michael Schmidt, Logan Crump, Kris Banzon, Brent Sullivan, Brandon Bonner, Andy Contreras, Dylan Larrimore, Gil Orozco and Quinn Weil-Dye
Car, truck and motorcycle aficionados, AKA "gearheads," are anything but monolithic. Some are all about refurbishing antique classic cars, some are steadfastly devoted to late model hot rods, and others get their thrills from big pickup trucks with rugged lift kits. But they all have one thing in common — they're hard-pressed to pass up an opportunity to show off and talk about their vehicles.

On Saturday, Sept. 21, gearheads from all over PG&E’s service area came together for the first annual Car/Truck/Motorcycle Show, co-sponsored by IBEW 1245 and PG&E's Fleet Department. The event is the brainchild of PG&E Fleet Superintendent Kevin Goodner and his colleague, Transportation Services Regional Manager Jim Griffis, with support from Director of Fleet Operations Jacquelyn Lewis and IBEW 1245 Senior Assistant Business Manager Anthony Brown.

"We wanted to do something fun for the family, that's a little more fleet-oriented. Mechanics are gearheads — they love cars — so we said, 'why not a car show?'" Goodner explained, noting that there was initially going to be a nominal cost for entry, but thanks to a generous contributions from IBEW 1245’s administrative staffs, the fees were waived. "The whole event is free. Lunch is free, and the car show entry is free — and I just want to thank Anthony Brown and IBEW 1245 for their support.

More than two dozen vehicles, ranging from shiny new sports cars to antique pickup trucks and just about everything in between, were entered into the show. Most of the entries came from current and retired PG&E employees, a couple came from IBEW 1245 staffs, and a few were from friends, family and neighbors.

For 35-year IBEW 1245 member Tim Gonzales, who works as a gas service rep out of PG&E's Vacaville yard, the car show was a great opportunity for him to reconnect with old friends and show off his impeccable 2016 Camaro SS.

"This is really great. I'm pretty excited about this event," said Gonzales. "I've gotten to see a lot of people I haven't seen in a long time, and that's a great thing."

Gonzales brought along a friend, Stuart Kanagaki, who retired from PG&E in 2010, but was thrilled to be invited out to the car show and show off his eye-catching 1932 Ford Roadster.

"With all the turmoil that's going on, I think this type of thing takes a little pressure off the current employees and gives them a chance to just get out and enjoy themselves," he said. "It gets people together, and it brings back the old family feel of PG&E."

In addition to the spectacular vehicles on display, the car show attendees also got to enjoy a tasty free BBQ lunch, prepared by 1245 Business Reps JV Macor and Mike Saner. Local 1245’s Anthony Brown served up free sno-cones for all, and there was also a small activity area for the children.

It was the kid-friendly atmosphere that drew new Local 1245 member Kevin Zadnik and his family, including his three young children, out to the event. He also came to support his co-worker, Rudy Maldonado, who had a car entered in the show.

"The linemen have their rodeo, and the gas guys have their rodeo, so it's nice to see something that's geared towards fleet," said Zadnik, who works as an equipment mechanic at PG&E's Napa garage. "And it's nice that the kids get to come see what you do and meet your coworkers."

As the attendees perused the vehicles on display, they also had a chance to cast their vote for the "Peo-
people's Choice Award," one of six awards to be handed out at the end of the show. Simultaneously, a team of knowledgeable judges thoroughly inspected each vehicle, scoring each one based on a number of different criteria.

At the end of the day, the winners were announced. Retiree Stuart Kanagaki’s roadster won Best Hot Rod, and event organizer Kevin Goodner won Best Import as well as Best Stock for his 1968 VW Bug Roadster and 1963 Corvette Coupe, respectively. IBEW 1245 Senior Assistant Business Manager Ralph Armstrong’s Victory (with custom IBEW plate) was awarded Best Motorcycle. Roy Wilson won the People’s Choice Award for his 1966 van, and Larry Parks’ ‘57 Chevy won Best Truck. "Considering this was our first time putting on this event, I think it went really well," said Senior Assistant Business Manager Anthony Brown, who works closely with the Local 1245 business reps and members in fleet and shared services. "Everyone had a great time, and lots of folks expressed interest in doing it again next year. I’m a gearhead myself, and I’m excited to see this event really take off."

— Rebecca Band, IBEW 1245 Communications Director

The winners at the 1st annual IBEW/PG&E Car Show. From left: Stuart Kanagaki, Roy Wilson, Kevin Goodner, IBEW 1245 Senior Assistant Business Manager Ralph Armstrong and Larry Parks

Roy Wilson with his 1966 Van

IBEW 1245 Business Rep Ray Banfill fully gutted and restored this decommissioned farm vehicle. He used multiple painting and sanding techniques it to give it an antique look.

Jim Roman's 1963 Ford Falcon

Rudy Maldonado's 1957 Chevy Bel-Air interior and exterior

IBEW 1245 Business Rep Ray Banfill

Larry & Donna Campos with their 52 Chevy Truck

Jerry Vasconcellos with his 1967 Camaro

Rick and Marcia Ricardy with their 1932 hot rod

Local 1245 Senior Assistant Business Manager Ralph Armstrong got custom IBEW plates for his motorcycle

At left, foreground: Ralph Armstrong’s motorcycle. Background: Jeff Lambert’s 1935 International Truck
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Good leaders become great leaders by learning from other great leaders. On August 17, 2019, more than 100 up-and-coming IBEW 1245 member-leaders volunteered to spend their Saturday learning from other outstanding leaders at a unique union-sponsored workshop.

The day-long training, which was held at the IBEW 1245 union hall, featured two notable special guest speakers who also happen to be powerful leaders in their own fields. The first talk was delivered by Sara Nelson, the international president of the Association of Flight Attendants – Communications Workers of America (AFA-CWA). Nelson shared a passionate and candid glimpse at her own journey to union leadership, starting from her early days as a flight attendant, all the way up to her recent public declaration about the potential for a general strike — a declaration that helped end the government shutdown and earned her a reputation as a militant leader who knows how to motivate and empower the working class to stand up and fight.

“I truly appreciated Sara Nelson’s energy and passion for the labor movement,” said Organizing Steward Ramon Gonzalez, a PG&E routine field clerk out of the Colma yard. “Hands down what stuck with me was her phrase of ‘What do you want, and what are you willing to do for it?’ It really put into perspective of how important it is to light a fire under people to successfully organize.”

The ultimate takeaway from her discussion with the IBEW rank-and-file is that together as workers, no matter our background or union, we can tap into our collective power through organization and solidarity,” added Organizing Steward Zavi Heiland, who works at PG&E’s Grid Control Center in Vacaville. “The bosses know how powerful the working class is at the point of production, especially once we all learn our struggles and our interests are the same. The workers united will never be defeated!”

The second guest speaker was Anthony Wright, who has served as the executive director of Health Access for 17 years. Under Wright’s tutelage, Health Access has become one of California’s most prominent organizations on the front lines in the ongoing fight for quality, affordable health care. Wright led California’s coalition effort to help pass the Affordable Care Act and the state laws to implement and improve it, and he’s also spearheaded successful campaigns to pass first-in-the-nation laws regarding timely access to care and fair treatment for the uninsured. In his presentation to the organizing stewards and prospects, he talked about the obstacles and opportunities he encountered while advocating for the ACA, and he also provided an insightful analysis on what the future of our health care system might look like.

At one point, Wright asked the attendees to raise their hands if they had ever encountered a “surprise” bill from a hospital or emergency room, and about two-thirds of the room shot their hands up, and several shared stories. But on the flip side, Local 1245 retiree John Sleuter mentioned that when he had to have a double knee replacement — which amounted to around $1.4 million in medical costs — he was covered, thanks to the insurance he has through IBEW 1245.

“This was another great event for the organizing stewards. Both speakers were amazing!” said Rita Weishaar, one of the NV Energy retirees who first spawned Local 1245’s intergenerational organizing program that eventually evolved into the organizing stewardship. “Who knew when we were first working together where it would lead? I feel privileged to be part of this group!”

In between each speaker, the attendees had the opportunity to hone their own leadership skills through a series of small group activities that encouraged critical thinking and applied leadership. In one activity, members imagined how they would allocate funds between the union’s organizing and political programs — prompting them to make the same types of tough decisions that organizational leaders make each

continued on next page
The Respect You Deserve — A Message to PG&E Members from Business Manager Tom Dalzell

If there’s one thing that the public safety power shut-off program has proven without a doubt, it’s that our members know how to stay focused and professional even under the most challenging circumstances. Unsurprisingly, you’ve all risen up to the herculean task — be it on the phone, in the field, or at the service center counter — demonstrating once again that PG&E’s physical and clerical workforce is second to none.

What you’ve accomplished during these PSPS events fills me with pride — but unfortunately, the pride is eclipsed by the pain and heartbreak I feel when I hear that so many of you have been met with anger, hostility, even threats and attacks from customers who are frustrated and upset with the company. This is not the reception you deserve or should be forced to deal with on these long, difficult days at work.

In an effort to help the customers see what we already know to be true, our union published a series of newspaper ads detailing the time, effort, and commitment that you and your families are putting in to bring the power back on for hundreds of thousands of Californians. One of the ads, which appeared in newspapers throughout PG&E’s service area, can be found below for your reference. We hope that this public information campaign will help to stave off further hostility. But with some customers, emotions will continue to be high. As you complete your critically important work, we urge each and every one of you to stay safe, remain vigilant, report any threats or hazards immediately, and look out for one another.

— Tom Dalzell, IBEW 1245
Business Manager

Learning from the Greats
continued from previous page

Anthony Wright
and every day.

The members also took the opportunity to support a fellow organizing steward, Ruben Hernandez, who is currently battling leukemia. By passing the hat around the room, the group raised close to $800 for Brother Hernandez, and more than a dozen attendees volunteered to become bone marrow donors through BeTheMatch, in the hopes that they might be able to provide a life-saving transplant for their union brother, should he need it.

By the end of the day, the members in attendance — many of whom were new to the union, and even newer to the idea of workplace organizing — gained more insight and appreciation for the union, its values, and the critical need for members to step up and cultivate their own leadership ability in order to keep the union strong.

“If I find myself gaining more confidence and realization that we are all connected to one another and how important it is that we must stick up for one another in solidarity,” said Cynthia Lopez, who works at PG&E’s Stockton regional office.

“I am so lucky to be in a union where our values are materialized!”

“I never had a union job before, but being part of IBEW local 1245 has truly been a blessing. I realize how amazing the power of union can be,” echoed Teresa Hinojosa, who works at the PG&E Fresno call center. “I feel motivated to stand alongside my brothers and sisters and fight for labor, because everyone deserves to be part of something great.”

— Rebecca Band, IBEW 1245
Communications Director
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WE ARE THE UNIONIZED WORKERS OF PG&E.

WE DON’T MAKE THE DECISION TO TURN OFF POWER DURING DANGEROUS WEATHER CONDITIONS. BUT WE DO MAKE SURE YOUR POWER IS RESTORED AS QUICKLY AND SAFELY AS POSSIBLE.

The women and men of IBEW 1245 are working double and even triple shifts checking over 26,000 miles of power lines for any safety issues so your power can be restored as fast as possible.

There are two distinct phases to a power shutoff. The first is the time period of high winds and other dangerous conditions that could damage a power line and cause a fire. In the mountain passes of Northern California this week, wind gusts were forecast to reach between 65 and 70 miles per hour — and that can damage even the best maintained power line.

During the second phase, our crews physically inspect every single mile of power lines to make sure that they are not damaged and they are safe to turn back on. We are working literally around the clock to get that done.

In the past few days many of our workers have been confronted by tremendous anger and threats that distracts our workers from their mission of restoring power.

We are deeply sorry for any hardship caused by the loss of power. We also want you to know that as we work to restore your power, many of our own families are without power at home. We are all working toward the same goal — restoring power quickly and safely.

We will leave second-guessing about the need to turn off power to the politicians and pundits. Our mission as a union is to protect the safety of both our workers and the entire public.

We will keep working in the long days ahead to get our job done, and we thank you for all of your help, patience and solidarity.
New technology is rapidly changing the nature of work in many industries, and the utility industry is no exception. Rather than resist these changes, IBEW 1245 is working diligently to stay ahead of the curve, striving to protect our members and their work as automation becomes increasingly more popular.

One new technology that’s been gaining traction amongst utilities is the use of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), or drones. Increasingly, utilities are using drones for routine and emergency work that has traditionally been completed by IBEW members, including patrolling lines, helping to determine causes of outages, examining poles, insulators or connectors, and finding access points in remote locations. While some of this work will continue to be done by ground transport and helicopter, utilities are beginning to favor drones as they are able to mitigate challenges posed by no-fly zones, reduce costs, and limit environmental impacts.

Many utilities in California and beyond are outsourcing drone operation, and there has been significant non-sig-natory contractor drone usage occurring on PG&E property all year with the Tier 2 and 3 WSIP inspection program. IBEW 1245 feels strongly that this work belongs to our members, and the union has been working for several years to get our own members trained as drone operators so we can bring this work back in-house. In 2017, IBEW 1245 sent 12 members to a drone pilot prep course in Michigan, to prepare them for the FAA Part 107 Drone Certification Test (at the time, FAA 107 courses were not readily available locally). Those 12 members all passed their FAA 107 exams and earned a two-year licensed drone operator certification, which has since expired for most of the participants (one member from PG&E did renew his certificate on his own).

Since that training, IBEW 1245 has been working with PG&E to establish a similar type of training program here at home, to enable more 1245 members to get the credentials they need to operate a UAS for the utility. It took some time, but finally, in October of 2019, we succeeded in launching a first-of-its-kind, in-house drone operator training at PG&E.

UAS Program Manager Robert Henley led the initial “beta” training session for a dozen IBEW 1245 members. The 40-hour course, which took place at the Gas Safety Academy in Winters, included 15 hours of actual drone flight time, and prepared members to pass four requisite tests by the end of the week. “This is a basic skills class designed for everybody in PG&E, regardless of their line of work,” Henley explained.
“We have transmission towers out here for practice, but those skills that we’re training will translate to whatever role they have within the company.”

The members who were selected to attend this initial training were already certified drone pilots, but lacked hands-on experience and knowledge of utility-specific protocol. During the training, they learned to fly and steady the drones to take precise site photographs, focusing on an area as small as one inch, using regular and thermal cameras. Just as important, they learned the drone software, standard operating procedures for PG&E, and an understanding of the FAA airspace regulations, weather effects, and other key elements that drone operators must take into consideration before and during a flight.

“I could see value in patrolling lines, and potentially looking at causes of outages and getting a different perspective to look at a pole, or a transformer or a connector,” said PG&E Electric Troubleman Jimmy Webb, one of the 12 members who participated in the drone training. “This is not only about getting good pictures, but it’s doing it safely for us and the public … limiting our exposure to any potential hazards, whether it be customers, environmental, poison oak, whatever it could be. I see value just all the way around.”

Henley also stressed how a drone can be used to improve safety and reduce response times: “It eliminates climbing risk. It’ll allow our employees to get into regions to keep them out of harm’s way. There could be obstacles, there could be landslides, they could fly over canyons to get pictures. It’ll help us with our Public Safety Power Shutoff restoration.”

Creating opportunities for our members to be on the forefront of this new technology is one important way IBEW 1245 is ensuring workers are gaining valuable skills that will secure their jobs for years to come.

“We have had concerns for classifications that do various type of infrastructure inspections that drones could diminish some job security. This is an example of looking to the future to try and provide job security for those jobs,” said Assistant Business Manager Bob Gerstle, who has been spearheading the effort to bring drone operation in-house for years. “The hope is that those members will soon be part of a comprehensive pilot program through the end of March 2020. Learnings from the pilot program will be used to establish a full-fledged drone program.”

Webb underscored the union’s role in bringing this program to fruition. “The union has absolutely pushed to the forefront that this is a tool and not a toy, and it’s something that can increase the safety factor of all employees,” he said.

Opportunities to work with drones are poised to expand in the coming months. To learn more and get involved, contact Bob Gerstle at BJG4@IBEW1245.com.
From bustling coastal cities to tiny desert mining towns, IBEW 1245 members deliver power to millions of homes and businesses in thousands of communities every day. The IBEW 1245 members who work for the Wells Rural Electric Company (WREC) are no exception. This small but mighty team keeps the lights on for more than 6,000 customers spanning over 10,000 square miles in remote northeastern Nevada, including the quaint towns of Wells, Carlin and West Wendover in Elko County.

Powering Through, Day or Night

Chris Duffy is a six-year IBEW member and journeyman lineman with Wells Rural Electric. When the Utility Reporter caught up with him and his crew, they were working through the night to address an outage that occurred at the Wells Motel 6, one of the few hotels situated in this area of Nevada.

“I was at home holding my twin babies when I got a call about some bad underground,” Duffy said. “I headed over with the boys and went through a tailboard to see what we needed, and then rallied up at the shop to get material and trucks.”

Underground projects are inherently tricky as the lines aren’t exposed, so identifying where the problem lies takes a bit more finesse. Working at night also added to the difficulty of the job, but the 1245 crew took it all in stride. Duffy and his team worked together to remove the faulty wire, and then used a line truck to pull the new wire. They had to re-terminate, ground and unground the line, heat it, test voltage, and finally hook the transformer back up — all in a night’s work. They began the job around 11pm, and worked until dawn to finish it up just as the hotel patrons started waking up to start their day.

Despite the long night’s work, the crew remained in good spirits. Duffy reflected on the tangible and intangible advantages of being a member of IBEW 1245. “There’s a lot of good about the union,” he said. “It supplies us with a very good job and benefits and the pay. And we all stick together and create a good work environment so we can go home safe.

continued on next page
IBEW 1245 Receives Six Awards from International Labor Communications Association

The International Labor Communications Association (ILCA) has bestowed the following awards to IBEW 1245 in 2019:

Entry Title: Do We Still Need Unions?
Award: First Place

Category: Visual Communications – Best Cartoon
Entry Title: Do We Still Need Unions?
Award: First Place

Category: Visual Communications – Best Design – Newspaper or Newsletter (Print)
Entry Title: Utility Reporter
Award: Second Place

Category: Writing – Best News Story – Best News Story
Entry Title: In The Clear — IBEW 1245 tree trimmers work to reduce the risk of wildfires
Award: Second Place

Category: Electronic Media – Best Promotional Video – Best Promotional Video
Entry Title: IBEW 1245 — 2018 Year in Review
Award: Third Place

Category: Visual Communications – Best Front Page/Cover – Newspaper or Newsletter (Print)
Entry Title: Utility Reporter
Award: Honorable Mention

Additionally, over the summer, ILCA appointed IBEW 1245 Communications Director Rebecca Band to its Executive Council.

“I am proud, honored and humbled to accept these awards, as well as this new leadership position,” said Band. “I look forward to representing Local 1245 as an ILCA Vice President.”

Upgrades for Carlin

About 70 miles southwest of Wells lies a town called Carlin, which happens to be one of the most productive gold-mining areas in the United States. Although small, Carlin is growing, and their power needs are increasing as well.

When the Utility Reporter visited Carlin, another WREC crew was hard at work at a shared substation, where NV Energy manages the transmission side, and supplies WREC with the energy for distribution. WREC lineman and 13-year IBEW member Jake Wines explained the project he was working on at the substation.

“We’re installing TS2 metering ahead of a whole metering change-out in the area, commercial and residential,” he told the Utility Reporter. “We will also be installing a pad mount three-phase transformer.”

The project is unique work, as the area primarily uses an overhead system, but this is an underground project with four different sizes of conduit and a custom design to fit. WREC is not a big company, which means each and every member of the team must be versatile and dedicated to getting the job done, even when it is not a typical day.

For Wines, the IBEW apprenticeship is what enables him and his hard-working crew to do what they do every day.

“It’s the best apprenticeship a lineman can go through, learning from the best hands in the trade,” he said. “We have an apprentice working with us now, and I am trying to share with him everything I know — and everybody else does the same thing.”

Wines knows that not everyone is getting that same level of training and experience, and he recognizes the risks those workers face and the dangers that can ensue.

“In this area where we work, there are a lot of [non-union] contractors. The guys aren’t trained and they’re underpaid, and it’s kind of scary,” Wines said. “Something like that would never happen in a union. With a union, you’re safe, you’re trained and you’re always working among folks that are also well-trained. That’s the key to going home every night.”
NEW THREE-YEAR MOU APPROVED AT CITY OF SANTA CLARA

BEW 1245 members at the City of Santa Clara voted to approve a tentative agreement for a three-year successor MOU in July, and the City Council has voted to approve the agreement.

The agreement includes 5% retroactive wage increases with 15% in general wage increases over the three year term. As part of the new terms the City will increase its contribution towards medical premiums to fully cover the family Kaiser premium. Rest period language has been updated for 12-hour shifts, and new terms are provided for the compensation of Operations Planning Analyst.

The negotiations committee consisted of John Sanders, Jesse Murrill, Michael Keate, Ben Brown, Steve Popiel and myself.

— Charley Souders, BEW 1245 Business Representative

NEW THREE-YEAR AGREEMENT RATIFIED AT CITY OF LODI

BEW 1245 members at the City of Lodi have overwhelmingly ratified a new three-year agreement, effective January 1, 2019 – December 31, 2021.

The agreement includes general wage increases for all classifications in each of the three years, including a 9% GWI effective July 1, 2019, a 4% GWI effective Jan. 1, 2020, and a 3% GWI effective Jan. 1, 2021.

The membership will contribute a total 2% to the employer share of the CalPERS contribution. Members will pick up 1% effective July 1, 2020, and an additional 1% on Jan. 1, 2021.

The agreement includes the elimination of a number of steps in the wage schedule to reflect that many of our classifications are Journey level. We also made some minor language changes either as cleanup or to reflect current practice.

The bargaining committee was comprised of Jeff Norwood, Rod Brown, Brent Sirkel, and Norm Cassin.

— Sheila Lawton, BEW 1245 Business Rep

ONE-YEAR EXTENSION APPROVED AT PARADISE IRRIGATION DISTRICT

BEW 1245 and the Paradise Irrigation District have agreed to an extension of the current agreement for one year. The membership supported this extension, which gave the District and membership some stability while rebuilding their system and town. The extension’s term is from July 1, 2019 – June 30, 2020 and includes a 2.5% general wage increase, retroactive to July 1 for the 2019 – 2020 term.

— Dominic McCurtain, BEW 1245 Business Rep

NEW AGREEMENT RATIFIED FOR CITY OF REDDING ELECTRIC UNIT

The City of Redding’s BEW 1245 represented Electric Unit overwhelmingly ratified a new three-year agreement, which was subsequently approved by the City Council and went into effect on September 22, 2019. This agreement includes a 4.5% general wage increase for all classifications in the unit (4% wage adjustment and an additional 5% to recognize confined space responsibilities), effective immediately. The electric unit members will also see a 3% wage in May of 2020, and another 3% in May of 2021.


The agreement added the new classification of Electrical Inspector. This new classification has wages set 5% above Lineman (Cert), and the agreed upon language would allow qualified Lineman with light duty restrictions in the classification on a temporary basis when light duty work can be provided.

The Unit agreed to pick up an additional 1.275% of the normal cost of CalPERS effective January 1, 2020. They also agreed to a PARS contribution of 2.08%, equal to 50% of normal cost at the time of agreement. Effective calendar year 2020, employees participating in the Group Health and Welfare insurance will see an increase of 2.5%, and again in calendar year 2021, for a total of 5% increase on the co-share ratio, bringing the total co-share ratio to 85/15. The agreement also includes several language cleanups, as well as new hire orientation language.

The bargaining committee was comprised of members Rob Baber, Chris Bryant, Dustin Hamilton, Chris Holdren, Kenny Nachman, and Glenn Newsome, with support from former Senior Assistant Business Manager Ray Thomas, and myself.

— Dominic McCurtain, BEW 1245 Business Rep

SMUD CREW BRINGS HOME TROPHY FROM APPA RODEO

BEW 1245 members Justin Hirschi, Garret McGehee and Dwight Johnson from SMUD placed 2nd in the Hurtman Rescue event at the American Public Power Association (APPA) Lineman’s Rodeo earlier this year. Well done, brothers!
Units lend a helping hand

All of the following unit donations to various charitable organizations from July through September 2019 were approved by the IBEW 1245 Executive Board.

- **Eureka Trees Unit #4714** donated $250 to the Union Mine Cheer Team.
- **Chico Unit #3417** donated $500 to the Chico Military Heroes to install and maintain banners honoring local community and active duty military personnel.
- **Chico City Unit #3312** donated $500 to Carson Youth Programs, Inc.
- **Santa Clara Unit #1411** donated $500 to the Salvation Army of Silicon Valley in Santa Clara.
- **Carson City Unit #3312** donated $500 to Carson Youth Programs, Inc.
- **Eureka Trees Unit #4714** donated $250 to the Placerville Girls Softball Association.
- **Bakersfield/Rancho Trees Unit #4724** donated $500 to the Frontier Volleyball Team.
- **Modesto/Wright Trees Unit #4725** donated $500 to the Central California United FC/Soccer League.
- **Carson City Retirees Club** donated $250 to Wreaths Across America in Carson.
- **Eureka Unit #3111** donated $500 to Arcata School District for swim lessons at the Arcata community pool.
- **Auburn Unit #3511** donated $500 to the Forest Lake Christian School in Auburn.
- **Yerington Retirees Club** donated $250 to NAMI of Western Nevada.
- **Eureka Unit #3111** donated $500 to the Salvation Army of Silicon Valley in Santa Clara.

Support IBEW 1245 Member Undergoing Open Heart Surgery

PG&E Gas Compliance Representative and five-year IBEW 1245 member Sean Lozano was recently diagnosed with a series of serious heart conditions and is preparing to undergo an LVAD open heart surgery. He is just 32 years old. Brother Lozano and his wife, Kasey, are staying in Los Angeles as Lozano undergoes heart surgery at Cedars Sinai Hospital. They could use moral and financial support as they embark on this challenging and difficult journey.

Please donate what you can using gofundme.com/1245-lozano.

Support IBEW Member Involved in Work Related Accident

On Tuesday October 8, IBEW 1245 member Michael Carey was involved in a work related accident in California that has left him in critical condition. Brother Carey, and outside line traveler, was working in Local 47’s jurisdiction in southern California at the time of the accident. He is now in a medically induced coma while being treated for his injuries.

A fund has been set up to help Brother Carey and his family during this difficult time.

Please donate what you can at bit.ly/MichaelCarey.
The powerful anti-union corporate cronies behind Janus vs AFSCME thought they could use the U.S. Supreme Court to weaken organized labor and turn union members against one another. They thought wrong. Their vision of workers splintering off and quitting their unions in the wake of the Janus decision never came to fruition. Despite the challenges that Janus presented, the Labor Movement has remained strong and unified — and is arguably even stronger now than it was before the infamous Supreme Court decision came down in 2018, as evidenced by a dramatic uptick in the number of workers participating in union strikes, several new high-profile union organizing campaigns, and a notable improvement in the public’s perception of unions.

“You’ve done 1245 proud”

Most public sector unions have successfully retained around 85% of their membership following Janus, but IBEW 1245 has far surpassed that figure, retaining around 98.5% of its public sector members, according to IBEW 1245 Senior Assistant Business Manager Al Fortier.

At the second annual post-Janus convening of IBEW 1245’s public sector Volunteer Organizing Committee (VOC) leaders, Fortier commended the VOCs for the dynamic, multi-faceted and ongoing effort they’ve mounted to keep Local 1245’s public sector properties union strong.

“I’d like to give you a hand, because you’ve really limited the impact of Janus on 1245,” Fortier told the room full of VOC leaders. “Our union did an outstanding job in that regard.”

Caitlin Vega, legislative director of the California Labor Federation, affirmed that post-Janus, IBEW 1245 has retained more of its public sector members than any other union in California. The Labor Federation is comprised of more than 1,200 unions, and Vega has seen locals all across the state rise up to the challenge of Janus — but none can hold a candle to 1245’s program.

“I can tell you all, definitively and honestly, that nobody else has what you have built here at 1245 — a union that relies on the intelligence, the sophistication, the strength, and the power of their membership … to ask questions, to criticize, to bring their best ideas, and to continue to build a stronger union all the time,” Vega told the VOC leaders.

“I’ve spent my life in the Labor Movement, and to get to spend time with a union like yours — member-driven and member-strong — is very inspiring.”

The VOC program has been truly transformative in nature, according to IBEW 1245 Business Manager Tom Dalzell, and has played a significant role in IBEW 1245’s organizing renaissance.

“I’ll be honest — this is not the way 1245 was running when I started here, back in 1981. But I believe that this is the way it’s supposed to be. Unions belong to the workers!” Dalzell told the VOC leaders, acknowledging the essential role that they’ve played in preparing for and responding to Janus. “This is the biggest accomplishment we’ve had at 1245 in my 38 years here. You are the key to our great success. You’ve done yourself proud, and you’ve done 1245 proud.”

The Fight Continues

Considering the broad public support for unions and all the good that they do for the middle class, it can be hard to grasp why aggressive opposition to organized labor keeps rearing its ugly head. University of Oregon Professor Gordon Lafer, widely considered to be one of the pre-eminent experts on this subject, helped the VOC leaders understand the impetus behind Janus and the countless other legislative and political attacks on public sector unions all across the U.S.

“The attack on public employee unions isn’t coming from the workers or the taxpayers. It’s coming from big private corporations,” Lafer explained to the VOC leaders. “And the main reason they want to get rid of public employee unions is because of what public employee unions do for the private sector workers. In places where public employees are decently paid and have
good health insurance and a pension, it creates pressure on private employers to meet that level."

It goes without saying that the stronger the union is, the more power it has to bargain the best wages and benefits for its members, which is why these powerful corporate special interests are hell-bent on weakening unions like 1245, because the power our members have amassed by staying unified is allowing them to make significant gains at the bargaining table.

Take the City of Vallejo as an example, where more than 200 IBEW members were forced to take major concessions when the city filed for bankruptcy in 2008. Even after the city had regained sound financial footing, and it has continued to be exceedingly difficult for the workers to recoup what they had lost in the bankruptcy. So Local 1245 members decided to exercise their power last year, working to elect a labor ally, Hakeem Brown, to the Vallejo City Council — and the difference has been very positive.

“Having Hakeem on the Council has been really, really helpful in our efforts,” remarked City of Vallejo VOC leader Oni Brown. “We’ve gotten a lot back in regards to the general wage increases that we’d lost, and now we’re focused on the Retiree Health Savings Plan. We’ve made some leeway there too.”

Dorine Fabing, a VOC member from the City of Lompoc, succinctly explained why every public sector worker should be involved, not just in the union, but also in local politics, as they are inexorably intertwined.

“Whoever’s on that City Council is going to have a say in what you get in that contract,” she told her fellow VOC leaders. “So we need to elect people who support city employees — otherwise, we’re going to have a problem.”

And it doesn’t stop at the local level. California’s exceptionally strong labor movement has also succeeded at electing pro-union lawmakers to the state legislature — and as a result, California has passed a number of landmark pieces of legislation designed to protect and empower workers in the wake of Janus (see graphic above for legislative highlights).

What our VOCs have accomplished over the past two years is nothing short of remarkable — but the work is far from over. With new laws on the books and the 2020 election season on the horizon, the VOCs are already strategizing ways to build more worker power in the coming year. There’s no telling exactly what the future holds, but one thing is certain — it’s going to take a whole lot more than a Supreme Court case to knock down organized labor.

— Rebecca Band, IBEW 1245 Communications Director
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IBEW 1245 Business Manager Tom Dalzell issued the following statement in response to San Francisco’s offer to buy the electric grid in the City from PG&E:

“IBEW 1245 opposes the proposed takeover of PG&E electric system by the City and County of San Francisco because it hurts both the residents of San Francisco, as well as all our members — particularly those working in the City.

“We have historically and consistently opposed any and all utility takeover proposals. This includes public takeover of private utilities (such as SMUD’s attempt to take over the utility in Yolo, as well as San Francisco’s repeated attempts to take over the utility in San Francisco) as well as private takeover of public utilities (such as PG&E’s proposals for SMUD and Lodi Electric).

“We oppose such takeovers because they would hurt our members in a number of ways. Most notably, moving between public and private would be damaging for our members’ retirement plans, including their pensions, medical and other retirement benefits. If a takeover occurs, workers would be forced to leave their existing pension plan before they have attained the years needed for full retirement benefits, and they are again hurt in their new pension plan, because they must start at zero and mostly likely won’t be able attain the years needed to earn full benefits there either.

“Additionally, a takeover would significantly impact the quality of life for our members who value the flexibility of the current system. If members in San Francisco find the City’s skyrocketing cost of living too onerous, or if they simply tire of the grind in the City, they have the ability to transfer to another location within PG&E’s service area. That ability will cease to provide more complex and dense electric system in the country. PG&E built this system, operates it every day, and is now installing over $1 billion in new equipment and technology by 2023 to ensure reliable and safe operations. The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC), which is the City agency that’s pushing the takeover, has difficulty serving its municipal load as it currently stands, and has neither the managerial know-how nor adequate staffing to assume this formidable task.

“City and County of San Francisco would hurt almost everyone and would improve nothing. IBEW 1245 urges the Mayor and City Attorney to withdraw their proposal.”

**Dalzell: New Bankruptcy Proposal by Fire Victims & Bondholders Appears to be More Favorable to PG&E Employees and Retirees**

On September 19, the bondholders group and the official committee of fire victims in PG&E’s bankruptcy case announced they had reached a deal. They filed a joint motion with the bankruptcy court to (1) terminate PG&E’s exclusive right to file a reorganization plan and (2) file their own plan of reorganization. Their plan appears to include about $6 billion more in total payments than the PG&E plan, and they are again hurt in their new pension plan, because they must start at zero and mostly likely won’t be able attain the years needed to earn full benefits there either.

Because PG&E’s bankruptcy attorneys are still evaluating the documents and their implications, however, the fire victims/bondholder plan appears to be much more favorable to PG&E employees and retirees than the plan filed by PG&E.

**Why is the limit being put in place?**

The 401K plan fiduciary (Gallagher) decided this limit is in the best interests of plan participants. The fiduciary is a third-party company hired by PG&E.

**Did the Union have a say in this matter?**

No. If you already have over 20% of your 401K holdings in the PG&E Stock Fund, you will only be restricted from buying additional shares of the PG&E Stock Fund, but will not be required to sell any existing shares to meet the 20% limit.

**Can I purchase as much PG&E stock as I want in my retirement plan through Fidelity Brokerage Link?**

No. Brokerage Link is limited to mutual funds (not individual stocks) and the PG&E Stock Fund is not one of the options available in brokerage link (the union has double checked on this with Fidelity).
These are perhaps some of the most tumultuous times that the utility industry in California has ever faced, and in his remarks to the Advisory Council, IBEW 1245 Business Manager Tom Dalzell explained precisely what the union is doing to protect and defend our members amidst a sea of hostility fueled by the public safety power shutoff, attempts and municipalization, and competing hedge funds vying for control of PG&E, while also helping to pass a law to improve wages and working conditions for our line clearance tree trimmer members.

Dalzell began by explaining why Local 1245 has been outspokenly opposed to San Francisco’s efforts to municipalize PG&E (see full statement on page 18).

“It’s not that we favor private utilities over public ones — in fact, we represent nearly all the public utilities in northern and central California, with just two exceptions,” Dalzell said. “Historically, we have opposed any sort of change in ownership because of the negative effects on our members and their pensions. If San Francisco buys PG&E, those workers who’ve been investing in their pensions at PG&E for years and years would lose all that they’ve accrued and would have to start over from zero with the public pension system.”

Dalzell also briefly discussed the City of San Jose’s proposal for “municipalization” — in essence, a public-private cooperative that would encompass the entire state. Dalzell said the proposal is intriguing, but unlikely to come to fruition.

Dalzell proceeded to delve into the Chapter 11 proceedings at PG&E, where the group of hedge funds that took over the utility’s Board of Directors earlier this year continues to butt heads with another group of financiers — PG&E’s bondholders, who recently teamed up with the wildfire victims’ group to present their own proposal for reorganization. Local 1245 has not endorsed either plan, but the union did support the bankruptcy judge’s decision to allow the competing bondholder plan to be considered alongside the stockholder plan presented by the PG&E Board.

“We believe that having competing plans is a good thing for the employees,” Dalzell said, underscoring that the union’s top priority is to ensure that our members’ jobs, wages and retirement plans are protected both during and after the bankruptcy proceedings.

“We're not always lock step with PG&E. We're lock step with our members,” Dalzell emphasized.

Additionally, Dalzell told the Advisory Council how Local 1245 strongly advocated for the passage of SB 247, a new law that will dramatically improve wages and training for California’s line clearance tree trimmers (see full story, beginning on page 30).

“Starting on Jan. 1, 2020, most line clearance tree trimmers across California will see a $10-per-hour raise, which comes out to about a 40% wage increase,” Dalzell told the Advisory Council. “This is sorely overdue, especially given how hard these members have been working to clear lines and prevent fires, and we’re incredibly proud to have gotten this bill through for our tree trimmer members.”

New Advisory Council Members Sworn In

New Advisory Council members Jodiah Castro, Cole Dorsey and Garrett Markwood were sworn in by Local 1245 President Cecelia De la Torre at the quarterly Advisory Council meeting in Vacaville in late October. Brother Castro represents PG&E members in Stockton Division, Brother Dorsey represents members working in Outside Construction, and Brother Markwood represents North Bay Division of PG&E, City of Healdsburg, City of Ukiah, and City of Willits.
Local 1245 leadership is pleased to announce the winners of the 2019 scholarship contest:

**Madison Ronquist**, daughter of Cynthia & Kurt Ronquist (both PG&E), won the Roger Stalcup Community College Scholarship. She shared her winning essay about the positive impact that the union has had on her family with the Advisory Council attendees in October. Madison is studying biology and molecular science at Folsom Community College.

**Karlee Shirley**, daughter of Karl Shirley (PG&E), also won the Roger Stalcup Community College Scholarship. She shared her winning essay about the value of the union with the Advisory Council attendees in October. Karlee is currently attending Butte College working on an associate's degree in social and behavioral science. She intends to transfer to a four-year school to complete her bachelor's.

**Savannah Molloy**, daughter of Justin Molloy (NCPA), has won the Weakley Scholarship. Savannah recently graduated from Northwest Lineman College, and is currently working at Safeway as a member of the United Food and Commercial Workers (UFCW) union. In her essay, which she shared with the Advisory Council, she wrote that she aspires to become a third-generation IBEW lineworker, following in the footsteps of her father and grandfather.

**Emilly Hambly**, granddaughter of deceased member Richard Salvadori and daughter of David Hambly (City of Healdsburg) has won the Survivor's scholarship. The Hambly family was unable to attend the Advisory Council meeting.

**Jonathan Henry**, son of IBEW 1245 member Brian Henry (City of Lodi), has won the Al Sandoval Memorial Scholarship. The Henry family was unable to attend the Advisory Council meeting.

**Maintaining California's massive and complex electrical system takes manpower — and lots of it. But getting the skilled and trained personnel that's needed to perform this work is no simple task. In 2016, PG&E recruited a dozen IBEW journeyman linemen from Canada to come down to California to assist with the herculean effort. The first Canadian lineman to come down was Kris Banzon — but due to the numerous changes to federal immigration policy that came about after the 2016 presidential election, the other Canadian linemen were never able to enter the country.**

Even though Banzon had been living and working legally in the United States, he was unable to bring his family down from Canada due to the newly implemented immigration rules. PG&E's attorneys were of little help, so he turned to his IBEW family for assistance. Local 1245 doesn't generally get involved in immigration cases, but given the unique circumstances, Local 1245's general counsel, Alex Pacheco, helped Banzon connect with an immigration attorney who graciously took on Banzon's case pro bono.

Banzon was subsequently forced to return to Canada, but his attorney continued to develop a strong case that centered around the fact that Banzon has the unique skillset and training needed to perform essential line maintenance work. To strengthen his case, several IBEW 1245 staffers and members, including Assistant Business Manager Bob Gerstle, volunteered to write letters to the immigration department to explain the critical need for linemen in California, and underscore the important role that Banzon can fill as a PG&E employee.

It wasn't quick or easy, but eventually, after more than a year, Banzon prevailed in immigration court. He returned to his job at PG&E in June, and in October, his family joined him in the States. They are now officially resettled in their new home in the North Bay.

“I'm not sure I would have had the patience that Kris has had through all this,” Gerstle said as he introduced Banzon to the Advisory Council. “But it all worked out finally, and I'm proud that we were able to help Kris and his family get to that happy ending.”

“I want to thank the good people at Local 1245 — especially Bob Gerstle and Tom Dalzell — who supported me during this process,” Banzon told the Advisory Council. “It's been tough, but it's all worth it.”

“This is a great story of perseverance, that's really all about the good guys,” added Dalzell.

“Their story is an incredible testament to the power of the union and the IBEW family,” said Advisory Council Chair Tom Dalzell.

Advisory Council Commends 2019 Scholarship Winners

**Tough But Worth It**

IBEW Brotherhood Helps a Canadian Lineman Come to California

Bob Gerstle (left) presented Banzon with an IBEW 1245 tee shirt at the Advisory Council meeting.
Robert Smith Wins Quarterly Photo Contest

At the quarterly Advisory Council meeting in October, it was announced that 16-year IBEW 1245 member Robert Smith has won the quarterly photo contest. His winning photo depicts helicopter-assisted linework from a unique vantage point.

Brother Smith works for PG&E Hydro out of Rogers Flat/Storrie and is a resident of Paradise. He was unable to attend the Advisory Council meeting to accept his prize as he’s busy rebuilding his home, so his $500 award was mailed to him.

Advisory Council Mourns Member Fatality

On the night before the October Advisory Council meeting, an IBEW traveler lost his life in a vehicle accident. 26-year-old Colby Kyle from Mississippi-based IBEW Local 852 had been working in Local 1245’s jurisdiction for Wilson Construction for approximately five months at the time of the accident. According to police reports, he was driving a line truck in the Garberville area when the vehicle went off the road and down a steep embankment. Brother Kyle succumbed to his injuries.

Senior Assistant Business Manager Ralph Armstrong shared the limited information that was available at the start of the Advisory Council meeting, and noted that an investigation into the accident is underway and more information will be released when it becomes available.

Business Manager Tom Dalzell observed that this is the third on-the-job fatality to occur within 1245’s jurisdiction in the past 12 months, and all three victims were young men in their 20s.

“This is a sad beginning for our Advisory Council meeting, but a stark reminder of what’s really important, and that’s safety,” Dalzell said.
In November of 2018, the Camp Fire ravaged Butte County, claiming 85 lives, leveling the town of Paradise and demolishing more than 18,000 structures, including the homes of close to 100 IBEW 1245 members. In the wake of the deadliest and most destructive fire in California history, our dedicated members were among the first on the scene, and they stayed for several months thereafter, performing critical safety work — assisting first responders by restoring electricity wherever possible, capping gas mains, clearing downed power lines, and hauling off debris.

Now, less than a year later, many of those same crews from PG&E, along with a number of IBEW 1245-represented contractor crews, are back in Paradise to begin the arduous, multi-year process of rebuilding the once-charming mountain town. The first step of the project involves replacing 74 miles of damaged natural gas lines and using those same trenches for new electric and telecom service lines.

"Before the fire, everything was overhead, but now they’re going to put it all underground," explained GC Gas Foreman Ken Power, who was sent up to Paradise from the Rocklin yard. "We’re replacing the gas main, which is old and needed to be replaced anyways, but since it got burned, they had to cut it off. So now we’re putting in good, new gas pipe.”

According to Power, the crews are digging a main line trench 48 inches, putting in the four-inch primary electric line at the bottom, and a three-inch secondary on the other side. Then they’ll throw down some sand before the communication layer, which will include AT&T and Comcast lines. The two...
Thomas Wooten holds up a piece of conduit.

Josh Summers, left, and Michael Moore carry a compactor.

Dallas Cooper looks at the plans for the underground work.

IBEW 1245 crews from PG&E and contractors work to rebuild Paradise.

“When the Utility Reporter caught up with Power and his crew, they were working 12-hour days, seven days a week, in grueling late summer heat, with temperatures often exceeding 100 degrees. They faced other challenges as well — working in close quarters on exceptionally narrow roads, remote work sites in desolate areas, and a mixed reception from the residents still living in and around Paradise.

“Some of the people are very hostile against us — they’re upset, and that’s understandable. But most of them are very nice,” said Power. “And some of them are in the haze. They’re confused because of what happened, and they’re still in shock from it.”

Power had previously worked in Paradise for about three months right after the fire. He returned home for a few months before being sent back up over the summer, and he plans to be there through at least the end of the year. Despite the challenging circumstances, Power and his crew are taking it all in stride.

“It’s work. It’s the same kind of stuff that we do all the time. It’s just a different environment and it’s a little harder to go,” he said. “But we’ve got more people up here now, and more equipment, and things are coming together faster.”

— Rebecca Band, IBEW 1245 Communications Director
Nineteen journeyman teams and 35 apprentices showed off their skills at this year’s 8th Annual PG&E/IBEW West Coast Lineman’s Rodeo, which took place on Sept. 14 at PG&E’s training facility in Livermore.

The event has come to be seen as the preeminent competition for cream-of-the-crop linemen from California and beyond. Competitors representing eight different utilities demonstrated their prowess in the field, each hoping to achieve the highest score in the shortest amount of time in each of the four main events (apprentices also had to complete a written test). For competitors from PG&E, the stakes were even higher, as the top three journeyman teams and top five apprentices from the company would get to compete at the International Lineman’s Rodeo in Kansas City in October.

While experience is always beneficial, even the most seasoned competitors aren’t guaranteed a ticket to Kansas City.

“Today, we had some mishaps, but it was fun!” said Journeyman Lineman Dustin Curry, an accomplished rodeo competitor whose team came in first place overall at last year’s International Rodeo, but failed to qualify for a return trip to Kansas City this year. “It’s always fun. It’s a blast to compete in a rodeo.”

“The level of competition here is very high,” remarked Journeyman Lineman Jason Payne, noting that his team stumbled a bit on one of the mystery events,
which are difficult to prepare for since the competitors do not know exactly what they will be until they arrive at the rodeo. "We made small, small mistakes which cost us placing here … but I always enjoy coming to these rodeos, just seeing all our friends and competing, and having a good time."

"It’s a good opportunity to get together with your friends and people you work with and compete against yourself and one another," said Apprentice Cody McIntosh, a first-time competitor at this year’s rodeo. "And it lets your family see what you do when you’re away from home."

At the end of the day, the nationally acclaimed journeyman team of Anthony Albright, J.P. Richard and Adam Beene once again took first place, marking the third year in a row that the team, known as the Double Cut Kids, won the day in Livermore. They’ll be returning to the International Lineman’s Rodeo this year, where they placed first overall back in 2014, and came in fourth last year. Luke Bogart, Heath Hatch and Tony Humbert — who have also become well-known on the rodeo circuit — came in second overall in the journeyman team competition. Shannon Spah, who was part of the 5th place team at last year’s rodeo, competed with new teammates Chris Marcil and Logan Schaffer, and they ended the day in third place. All three teams are looking forward to competing among the best in the country next month in Kansas City.

In the apprentice competition, Colton Baker from Fresno took the top slot. Baker placed seventh among the apprentices last year, and clearly worked hard to improve his standing at this year’s rodeo. He too is heading to Kansas City in October, and will be joined by fellow PG&E apprentices Michael Vaughn, Mike Anderson, David Carlon and Trent Kaher.
A
s the old saying goes, “Records are made to be broken.” The IBEW 1245 members who competed at the 2019 National Gas Rodeo in mid-September certainly took that adage to heart, as they broke not just one, but two national records during the action-packed two-day competition.

Smashing Records

The six teams that competed at the National Gas Rodeo in Springfield, MO secured their spots by earning top scores at the 2019 IBEW/PG&E Gas Rodeo back in April. Initially, only four teams from PG&E were slated to go to nationals, but IBEW 1245 opted to sponsor an additional two teams, allowing the top three teams in both the two-person and four-person competitions to advance to the national stage.

At the National Rodeo, each team must complete four qualifying events — a meter set build, a pipe cut, a hand dig and a service install. Each event is timed, and the cumulative times (plus any penalties) are tracked and displayed on the scoreboard.

The pipe cut event proved to be our members’ strong suit. In the two-man team competition, the Manteca Gas Rats from Stockton sailed through the pipe cut in just 8.62 seconds, eclipsing the previous national record of 10.02 seconds, as well as their own best time of 9.97 seconds, which they posted at the local rodeo in the spring. And in the four-man team competition, the IBEW 1245-sponsored Team Yosemite also established a new national record in the pipe cut, completing the event in just 5.47 seconds (the previous national record was 6.11). Both teams used a specialized pipe cutter that Gas Rats team member Zachary Shepherd’s grandfather crafted specifically for the competition.

“It was pretty amazing, and really exciting,” said Yosemite Team Captain Kevin Gonzales, recalling the moment his team shattered the national record. “We all knew as soon as the pipe broke that it was a fast time, but when [the timekeeper] showed us the stopwatch, it was kind of unbelievable. And then to hear all the cheers from the other PG&E guys, and our wives and families who came to support us — I think they were even more excited than we were!”

Yosemite shaved nearly 2.5 seconds off the time they posted in this same event during the local rodeo just five months earlier, and according to Gonzales, that outstanding improvement didn’t come easy. They practiced three hours a week for two months leading up to the competition, and during the week before they left for the rodeo, they trained every day. The team also hit the gym regularly to ensure they were in peak physical condition.

“It was a big commitment,” said Gonzales. “We just wanted to be the best that we could be.”
“Quitters never win”

Not only did our members prove to be the best of the best out on the field, they also demonstrated exceptional sportsmanship from the sidelines. When a team from Northeast Wisconsin Technical College (the only college to compete at the Rodeo) broke their pipe cutter during the competition, the Local 1245 members of team Quiet Riot didn’t hesitate to lend their competitors the tool they needed to finish the event.

“I wanted them to have the opportunity to compete, but more so didn’t want them to be discouraged to not come back. Like I told them, ‘Quitters never win’,” Quiet Riot team member Steve Lange wrote on the National Gas Rodeo’s Facebook page. “Both NWTC teams impressed me with their perseverance.”

Overall, all the PG&E/IBEW 1245 teams performed extraordinarily well at this year’s event, which included 58 teams from 18 utilities across the nation, especially considering that most of our teams have only been competing on the national level for a few years, whereas teams from other utilities have been competing much longer.

In the two-person team competition, Quiet Riot (Jayson Visinoni, Brad Husa and alternate Steve Lange) placed 10th, the Manteca Gas Rats (Zach Shepherd and alternate Brent Leverett competed, while team member Tom Peterson stayed home with his wife, who was due with their first child) came in 12th, and first-timer national competitors the Sierra Pipeliners (Rod Waters, David Tarwater and alternate Josh Moore), placed 18th out of 35 teams.

In the four-person team competition, the Hott Headz (Cavan Conner, Issac Lupercio, Noe Estrada, David Lupercio and alternate Daniel Hinojosa) came in 6th, Team Yosemite (Kevin Gonzales, Devin Holman, Nic Reed, Colby Roberts and alternate Ryan Clark) came in 7th, and the Stray Dogs (Brandon Bascherini, Victor Romero, Austin Nakagawa and John Jackson) placed 8th out of 23 teams.

During the qualifying round, five of the six IBEW 1245/PG&E teams earned scores high enough to advance to the national finals. By comparison, last year, just one team of IBEW 1245 members — Quiet Riot — advanced to the finals, with another — Team Yosemite — just a few seconds shy of making the cut. The significant improvement in standing is evidence of their commitment to training and practice.

“These guys put in the work and it clearly paid off,” said Local 1245 Business Rep Keith Hopp, who accompanied the teams to the Rodeo. “It was great to see our members get the recognition they deserve. At this pace, we’ll be seeing Local 1245 members dominating the entire leaderboard in the very near future!”

— Rebecca Band, IBEW 1245 Communications Director

Photos courtesy of PG&E and Heather Gonzales
The purpose of this contest is to provide scholarship aid for colleges, community colleges and trade schools, thereby providing financial assistance toward the attainment of a higher education.

Eligibility for all applicants for all scholarships: Applicant must be the child, grandchild or spouse of an IBEW 1245 member or retiree club member who is current and in good standing.

Applicant will be required to submit the completed scholarship application, two letters of recommendation from a non-relative instructor, principal, counselor or supervisor, and an essay, not to exceed 500 words, on the subject designated by the Executive Board. Essays must be submitted on 8 1/2” x 11” paper, on one side, preferably typed and double spaced, with applicant’s written signature at the conclusion of the essay.

The essay topic should be included at the top as the title of the essay.

Applications and essays must be mailed to I.B.E.W., Local Union 1245, P.O. Box 2547, Vacaville, CA 95696, and be postmarked no later than Monday, March 2, 2020.

The scholarship will be made only to that candidate who intends to enroll full-time in an institution that is certified by their State Department of Education and accredited by the Local Accrediting Association.

Checks will be paid directly to the college upon presentation of proof of enrollment and tuition bills to the Local Union.

Responsibility of Scholarship Recipient: Scholarship winner must begin their studies in their next term or, at the very latest, in January of the following year.

Applications may be secured by addressing the Recording Secretary of Local Union 1245 or by calling the Union Office or by using the form printed below in the Utility Reporter or downloaded from the Local’s website (www.ibew1245.com/scholarships).

Each year the scholarship shall be presented before the Advisory Council. The Judge, the recipient and their parents shall be invited, at Local Union expense, to present and receive the Scholarship Award. A suitable certificate shall be prepared by the Local Union to be presented to the scholarship recipient.

The scholarships will be awarded as follows:

- Roger Stalcup Community College Scholarship (1):
  - Eligibility: See Eligibility for all applicants for all scholarships.
  - Award: Two winners will be selected to receive up to $1,500.00, for up to two years, which must be used for Community College tuition.

- IBEW 1245 Survivor’s Scholarship (1):
  - Eligibility: See Eligibility for all applicants for all scholarships, and applicant must be the surviving child, grandchild or spouse of an IBEW 1245 member or retiree club member who was current and in good standing at the time of their death.
  - Award: One winner will be selected to receive a one-time scholarship for up to $5,000.00, which must be used for trade school, community college or university tuition.

Eligibility: See Eligibility for all applicants for all scholarships, and applicant must be the surviving child, grandchild or spouse of an IBEW 1245 member or retiree club member who is current and in good standing at the time of their death.

College and Career Information

Name and location of college you have or will have attended for at least one year as of December 2019. If more than one, list the college most recently attended:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attendance dates</th>
<th>Major/Field of Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test Scores: SAT:                 ACT:                      GRE:                     LSAT:                     MCAT: 

High School GPA (if it’s been many years since graduation):

If you will be entering Graduate School in the Spring of 2020, please provide additional information about your college degrees, certifications and work experience (as applicable):

What is your anticipated graduation date?

Briefly outline your career goals while addressing the following: Explain why you want to pursue a college education. How will this education contribute towards your immediate and/or long term career plans?

List Employment and extracurricular activities (internships, sports, clubs)

Employment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Activities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

List community service activity and awards

Community Service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Awards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Awards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Financial need: Anticipated amount of funding needed: $

Total household income: 

Total number of people in household: 

How did you learn about the IBEW Local 1245 Scholarships?

Did you remember to:

- Complete the application?
- Attach your essay?
- Attach two non-relative letters of reference?
- Attach your DD214 (if applicable)

Ronald T Weakley (2):

- (a) Electrical Line Worker Scholarship
- (b) Vocational Trade School Scholarship
- Roger Stalcup Community College Scholarship (2)
- Survivor’s Scholarship (1)
- Veteran’s Scholarship (1)

I hereby make application to enter the scholarship contest sponsored by Local Union 1245, I.B.E.W., AFL-CIO.

Applicant’s Personal Information

Name: Last, First Middle

Street Address:

City, State, Zip Code:

Name of Parent:

Employer and work location:

High School I graduated or will graduate from:

| Located in: with a GPA of: (n/a for Veteran’s Scholarship) |
|-------------|------------------|
|            |                  |

Candidate’s Signature: Date:

This is to certify that the above named candidate is currently enrolled as a student at:

and has or will be graduating in:

List Month and Year

Official’s signature and position:

This is to certify that I am a member in good standing of Local Union 1245, I.B.E.W. and the Candidate whose name is signed to this application is my child, grandchild or spouse of an IBEW 1245 member who was current and in good standing at the time of their death.

and has or will graduate during the term ending ,

(Official’s Signature and Card No.)

2020.

Veteran’s Information

List information about your service in the US Armed Forces, including branch, dates of service, deployment locations. Attach a copy of your DD214.

Were you honorably discharged?

Obtain all signatures.

Obtain all signatures.

Obtain all signatures.

Attach your essay?

Attach two non-relative letters of reference?

Attach your DD214 (if applicable)
AL SANDOVAL MEMORIAL COMPETITIVE SCHOLARSHIP CONTEST

The purpose of this contest is to provide a grant in aid for scholarships to colleges and junior colleges, thereby making financial assistance toward the attainment of a higher education.

1. The grant will be as follows: Two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) per year, up to four (4) years, as long as a C (2.0) average is maintained and the parent maintains their membership in good standing in Local Union 1245.

2. In order to be a candidate in this contest, you must be a son or daughter, natural, legally adopted or a legal ward of a member of Local Union 1245. You must also be a high school student who has graduated or is graduating in (the year of the contest). A copy of your diploma or a letter from your high school stating that you will graduate in 2020 must be attached to your scholarship application.

3. The Scholarship Grant will be made only to that candidate who intends to enroll full-time in any college certified and accredited by the Local Accrediting Association.

Responsibility of Scholarship Recipient: Scholarship winner must begin their studies in their next term or, at the very latest, in January of the following year.

4. Applications may be secured by addressing the Recording Secretary of Local Union 1245 or by calling the Union Office or by using the form printed in the Utility Reporter downloaded from the Local’s website (www.ibew1245.com/scholarships)

5. Checks will be paid directly to the college upon presentation of tuition bills to the Local Union.

6. All applications shall be accompanied with a written essay, not to exceed five hundred (500) words, on the subject designated by the Executive Board.

7. Essays should be submitted on 8 1/2” x 11” paper, on one side, preferably typed and doubled spaced with applicant’s written signature at the conclusion of the essay.

8. Applications and essays must be mailed to I.B.E.W., Local Union 1245, P.O. Box 2547, Vacaville, California 95696, by REGISTERED CERTIFIED MAIL ONLY, and be postmarked no later than the first Monday in March of each year.

9. Each year the scholarship shall be presented at the Advisory Council meeting in April; the Judge and a guest and the recipient and parents shall be invited, at Local Union expense, to present and receive the Scholarship Award.

10. A suitable trophy or plaque shall be purchased by the Local Union to be presented to the scholarship recipient.

The essay topic for the 2020 Scholarships is: “Which Political Party or Candidate Will Benefit Labor in the 2020 Elections and Why?”
Line Clearance Tree Trimmers

New IBEW 1245-Backed California Law Will Improve Training and Wages for Line Clearance Tree Trimmers

The dedicated men and women who perform difficult and potentially dangerous line clearance tree trimming work deserve top-notch training, safe jobs and fair wages — and thanks to strong advocacy from IBEW Local 1245, a new state law will soon go into effect that enshrines these workplace standards into law for all IBEW tree trimmers in California.

The law, SB 247, requires utilities to invest more in training and wages for the IBEW crews that perform critical line clearance tree trimming and fire mitigation work, while also holding those utilities to a higher standard of accountability. Specifically, this new law:

- Requires investor-owned utilities to establish a line clearance tree trimmer training and certification program, to provide each and every tree trimmer with the skills and knowledge they need to do their jobs safely and effectively.
- Ensures that line clearance tree trimmers are paid fairly for this work, with wages comparable to that of a first-step apprentice lineman. The new wage requirements, which will go into effect in 2021, will raise wages more than $10 per hour, and could amount to raises upwards of 40% for most of our tree trimmer members.
- Continued on page 32

Influx of New Line Clearance Tree Trimmer Contractors Could Lead to Interesting Negotiations

With the signing of SB 247 coinciding with the end of the current line clearance tree trimming agreement, we’re expecting an interesting negotiation period, as the economic impacts of the new agreement are essentially enshrined in the new state law. Opening letters have been sent out, and we’re working to set meeting dates with all signatory contractors while also ensuring everyone understands the full impact of the law.

Additionally, with this massive influx of new contractors, there are some challenges in making sure they are all in compliance with the terms of the agreements. For reference, during the 2017 general tree negotiations, there were 14 signatory contractors — and currently, we now have 48 contractors signed to the routine line clearance tree trimming agreement, with 29 of those contractors signing on this year alone. Most, if not all, of these new contractors have no background with union agreements and what that all entails, which we are working diligently on fixing.

Below is a complete list of Line Clearance Tree Trimming contractors:

- ABC Landscaping & Excavation, Inc.
- Anvil / Enegix JV
- Arborworks, Inc.
- Asomeo Environmental Restoration Industry LLC
- Bravo Tree Service
- California Tree Solutions
- Caltrees, Inc.
- Carlos Tree Service
- CJ Tree Care, Inc.
- Community Tree Service Inc.
- Core Tree Care, Inc.
- Davey Tree Surgery
- Enegix, LLC
- Evergreen Arborists, Inc. – Pro Forest Division
- Family Tree
- Family Tree Resource, Inc.
- FSEI
- Graham County Land Company, LLC
- International Tree Management, Inc.
- J&J Tree Services
- KDF Forestry, Inc.
- Kinsborough Atlas Tree Surgery Inc.
- Loggers Unlimited
- Mario Tree Services
- MCY Tree
- Mountain E Enterprises
- Nate’s Tree Service, Inc.
- P31 Enterprises, Inc.
- Pacific Coast Tree Services
- Pride Contracting Inc.
- R&B Quality Tree Care, Inc.
- Rancho Tree Service
- Rapid Response Force LLC
- Rolling Green, Inc.
- RPF Emergency Services
- Skyline Tree Service
- Southern Disaster Recovery, LLC
- Synergy Tree Trimming
- The Original Mowbray’s Tree Service
- Trees, Inc.
- TSU Tree Service Unlimited, Inc.
- Utility Tree Service
- Western Land Renovators, Inc.
- Wilhelm, Inc.
- Windy Tree
- Wright Tree Services

We are also working to make sure all new members are signed up and the company is reporting dues, medical and pension payments. We have already filed several grievances, and many have corrected these issues, however we do expect to file several more.

Northern Area

The northern area seems to be calming down and getting back on track. The members are starting to express concerns over having to work so much overtime and are getting a little burned out.

La nueva ley de California mejorará la capacitación y los salarios para los podadores de árboles

Los valiosos hombres y mujeres que ejecutan el difícil y potencialmente peligroso trabajo de poda de árboles para el despeje de líneas, se merecen una capacitación de primera categoría, trabajar con seguridad y salarios justos. Y, gracias a la firme defensa por parte del IBEW Local 1245, pronto entrará en vigor una nueva ley estatal que consagra jurídicamente estos estándares de trabajo para todos los podadores de árboles del IBEW de California.

La ley, SB 247, obliga a las empresas de servicios públicos a invertir más en capacitación y salarios para las cuadrículas del IBEW que ejecutan trabajos críticos de poda de árboles para el despeje de líneas y de mitigación de incendios. Igualmente les exige a dichas empresas de servicios públicos un mayor nivel de rendición de cuentas. Específicamente, esta nueva ley:

- Obliga a las empresas de servicios públicos que sean propiedad de inversionistas, a establecer un programa de capacitación y certificación para podadores de árboles para el despeje de líneas, de manera que todos y cada uno de los podadores de árboles adquieran las destrezas y conocimientos que necesitan para realizar sus trabajos de manera segura y efectiva.
- Asegura que los podadores de árboles para el despeje de líneas reciban un salario justo por este trabajo, con salarios comparables con los de un aprendiz de liniero de primera etapa. Los nuevos requisitos salariales, que entrarán en vigor en 2021, representarán un aumento en los salarios de más de $10 por hora, y podría resultar en aumentos de hasta 40% para la mayoría de nuestros miembros podadores de árboles.
- Hace que las empresas de servicios públicos que sean propiedad de inversionistas asuman la responsabilidad correspondiente, haciendo que Cal-FIRE realice las inspecciones después de completar todo el trabajo de despeje de líneas.

Los trabajadores de la construcción también están ansiosos por este aumento en el salario, con muchos de ellos expresando que no se sienten bien con el actual nivel de remuneración. Sin embargo, esto está en consonancia con la nueva ley y esperamos que se refleje en el contrato salarial.

It is common practice for supervision to make it sound that all overtime is mandatory. We have explained that all prearranged overtime is voluntary unless you are working a 4-10 schedule, and the companies can make Friday mandatory. Even then, you can take a Friday off once a month. Once this is explained to the members, they are a little happier. We realize that the companies are trying to get all their work done on time, and the members are willing to help by volunteering to work as much as possible.

There is absolutely no shortage of work out there right now. All companies are hiring as many people as possible and they need more. There are some

continued on page 36

continued on page 37
La afluencia de nuevos Contratistas de Podá de árboles para el despeje de líneas puede resultar en negociaciones interesantes

La mayoría, si no todos, de estos nuevos miembros están inscritos en el sindicato y que la compañía está informando sobre las cuotas, y pagos médicos y de jubilaciones. Ya hemos presentado varias quejas, y muchos han corregido estos problemas, sin embargo, esperamos presentar varias quejas más.

Zona norte

La zona norte parece estar entrando en calma y poniéndose al día con el programa. Los miembros están empezando a expresar sus preocupaciones sobre tener que trabajar tanto tiempo de sobretiempo y se están desgastando un poco. Es habitual que los supervisores hagan que parezca que el sobretiempo es obligatorio. He explicado que cualquier sobretiempo acordado con antelación es voluntario a menos que uno esté trabajando en un horario 4-10, en cuyo caso, las compañías pueden hacer que trabajen los viernes sea obligatorio. Incluso en ese caso, usted puede tomar un viernes libre una vez al mes. Una vez que hemos explicado esto a los miembros, se sienten un poco más felices. Sabemos que las compañías están tratando de completar su trabajo a tiempo, y los miembros están dispuestos a ofrecerse voluntariamente para trabajar tanto como sea posible.

No hay escasez de trabajo en lo absoluto, y todas las compañías están contratando la mayor cantidad de personas posibles y necesitan aún más. Algunos patios tienen camiones nuevos, totalmente equipados, sin moverse del sitio porque no hay suficientes empleados para operarlos. Continuamente recibimos llamadas telefónicas preguntando si conocemos a alguien que quiera trabajar.

La asistencia a las reuniones de la ciudad es baja por la misma razón. Después de trabajar 10 horas al día, todos quieren regresar a sus hogares y pasar tiempo con sus familias. Comenzamos una nueva unidad en Oroville y la asistencia a la primera reunión fue muy buena. El grupo tenía mucha energía, la mayoría eran empleados de control de vegetación. Esperamos que la asistencia aumente. Anteriormente, era difícil para los miembros de esta zona asistir a una reunión de la unidad por la distancia. Tenemos muchas esperanzas para esta unidad en el futuro.

Actualmente solo tenemos una queja pendiente con uno de los contratistas principales, por impago del seguro LINECO y esperamos que esto se resuelva con bastante rapidez. Ha habido algunos despidos, pero estos empleados aún estaban en su periodo de prueba, por lo que no hemos podido presentar quejas en su nombre. Las compañías llevan un buen control de tiempo del periodo de prueba, y algunos empleadores toman la decisión de despedir a un empleado uno o dos días antes de finalizar su periodo de prueba.

El trabajo de gestión mejorada de la vegetación (EVM por sus siglas en inglés) se ha mantenido fuerte. Todos los contratistas de EVM han firmado el acuerdo normal y parece que lo están cumpliendo. Hay un problema de pago que aparece de vez en cuando, pero generalmente se corrige muy rápidamente.

Los quejas de, desde ahora hasta fin de año, las compañías estarán presionando para completar su trabajo en el plazo previsto. Ya hemos recibido denuncias de que se han cancelado vacaciones hasta el primer día del próximo año. Los próximos meses estarán muy ocupados y es importante que todos estén enfocados en la seguridad, no permitan que la presión sobre la producción los obligue a tomar atajos.

Zona central

Asplundh Tree Expert (Nebraska Energy) continúan los trabajos en el norte de Nevada y Lake Tahoe. Tenemos cuadrillas de Las Vegas ayudando en Lake Tahoe en los proyectos en curso. La compañía está teniendo grandes problemas de retención de personal debido a los trabajos en el norte de California donde se esperan próximamente las instalaciones de PG&E. Son usuarios de varios de nuestros empleados de trabajo en el norte de California. La compañía se va a reunir con NV Energy para discutir sobre las tarifas que los empleados que quedan fueron trasladados al condado de Placer para continuar trabajando para la compañía. Tenemos cuadrillas de Mowbray (PG&E y SMUD): aún tenemos varias quejas pendientes con la compañía. Esperamos forzar la situación este mes a medida que avanzan en el proceso de reclamos. Algunas quejas están fuera de nuestro control y de nuestro poder, y estamos haciendo todo lo posible para resolverlas antes de ir a arbitraje para una resolución final. La compañía ha estado contratando en SMUD. Las cuadrillas están esperando por todas las instalaciones de PG&E y por todo el sistema.

Mountain Enterprise (Liberty Energy y PG&E – South Lake Tahoe y Truckee): las cuadrillas de Mountain han estado trabajando en ambas zonas de Lake Tahoe. Las condiciones ambientales están empezando a cambiar y los miembros se están preparando para el inicio del clima inclemente. En las divisiones Placer y El Dorado, las cuadrillas continúan trabajando sobretiempo. La compañía ha estado trasladando a las cuadrillas a donde sean necesarias. ¡No esperemos que esto cambie pronto! Hemos recibido quejas de miembros que no están seguros bajo cuál contrato están trabajando. La mayoría de los empleados deben estar trabajando bajo el acuerdo normal. Sabemos que la oficina de jubilaciones tiene una pregunta sobre esto, y ha solicitado una auditoria externa para confirmar lo que ha estado sucediendo en las instalaciones de PG&E.

Davey Tree Surgery and Pole Test & Treatment: el Comité de resolución de quejas necesita discutir algunas quejas. También tenemos una situación donde un Capataz ha sido degradado, y se le dijo que iba a recibir capacitación nuevamente. Pero nadie le ha informado sobre las fechas de cuándo sería esta capacitación. Davey ya no tiene operaciones en la división El Dorado. Los empleados que quedaban fueron trasladados al condado de Placer para continuar trabajando para la compañía. ¡Las cuadrillas han estado trabajando en proyectos de WAPA (Administración de Energía de la Zona Oeste) desde hace algún tiempo Francisco Cardoza, de 23 años, de la división de la compañía, murió trágicamente de un disparo mientras estaba de vacaciones con su familia en Sinaloa, México. Le sobreviven sus padres y hermanos que viven en San Pablo, California. Dos personas que habían sido ascendidos durante varios años a Capataz General, lograron mantener su posición en la unidad negociadora y los beneficios asociados a ella. Davey Tree interrumpió unilateralmente el PRD en marzo y las dos personas no se dieron cuenta de que habían dejado de pagar las cuotas hasta que las horas que tenían acumuladas en LINECO se agotaron en septiembre. Estamos buscando un Capataz.
California

The work picture has remained strong since the beginning of the year, and as we’ve reported before, there does not seem to be an end in sight. The Local 1245 dispatch office continues to dispatch workers at record numbers, with a total of 6,114 total dispatches as of the end of September. By comparison, this is almost twice the number of dispatches for all of 2018, which was also a record-setting year for total dispatches. Lineman dispatches alone accounted for 3,839 calls in 2019, not including the workers who came into the jurisdiction under the emergency response agreement. At the peak during mid-summer, there were more than 5,000 workers on referrals out of our Local, performing everything from transmission, distribution, substation hardening and pole inspection work.

Once the inspection work was completed, there were some layoffs or reassignments of work with a focus on system hardening. PG&E’s hardening program consists of installing stronger and more resilient poles and covered power lines across approximately 7,100-mile miles of highest fire-risk areas. This work is expected to continue for the next 14 years. In 2019, the first full year of the program, the goal was 150 miles, and as of the end of August, 75 of those miles had been completed. This program will ramp up in 2020 and beyond to meet the 14-year target, which will mean the need for manpower will continue.

As the transition from inspection and repairs ended and the focus shifted to hardening, the work hours for most crews was reduced from seven 12-hour days to six 10’s. The contractors are currently paying a higher daily subsistence than the $50 that the contract requires, and is currently hovering around $200 to $300 per day. This is to help attract workers to California to man this work.

Nevada

Work in Nevada has also been hard to man due to the quadrant sub and the extended work hours in California. There is still lots of work currently taking place and lots of work out to bid in Nevada. Looks like some of the surrounding utilities are following suit and beginning to look at doing some fire hardening in wake of the fires in PG&E’s territory. NV Energy has implemented a 12-month “cooling off period” for all employees who quit and want to go to work for any contractors on their property. This has included employees who already quit and were told that they were ok to come back to work. Since this new policy has been implemented, there have been five or six recently separated employees that have been escorted off the property.

PAR has doc crews and linemen in Northern & Southern California, and Tahoe working for Liberty Utilities. This will most likely continue into fall. PAR has started a fire inspection for NV Energy that is due every 2 years. This work is clearly covered work under the OSL agreement, and the use of IBEW 1245 signatory contractors to perform this work is a must.

With the help of our members and travelers, we have been able to stop the practice and, in some cases, organize the sub-contractors. Please continue to reach out to the Business Reps if you have any questions about sub-contractors on your job sites.

Safety and Red Book Update

After several months and a lot of time, the revised Red Book is currently being reviewed for spelling and grammatical errors and should be at the full committee for review and approval by mid-October. Once approved by the full committee we will be getting them sent out to print.

There have been many questions on how to protect our members and travelers when pulling and clipping tree wire.

CAL-OSHA states:

Temporary protective grounds and bonds shall be placed at such a location and arranged in such a manner that the employer can demonstrate that it will prevent each employee from being exposed to hazardous differences in electrical potential. This verbage will also be in the revised Red Book.

Organizing

Organizing is ongoing, with several new contractors contacting us on how to become signatory. Below are some of the new contractors that were signed since January 1, 2019.

CA Outside Line Construction Agreement:

• JATC CalNev

• Elite Underground, Inc.

• Michels Pacific Energy

• Allison Sierra

• Bullert Industrial Electric

• BTI Electric

• JATC CalNev JATC opened the application process on October 14, 2019 for a 10-day period. This marked the second time in 2019 that CalNev has opened up this process, which hasn’t been the norm in several years. This is a result of the increased workload and demand for apprentices in California and Nevada.

Current apprentices report:

• 641 outside line apprentices registered in our JATC program.

• 14 traveling apprentices in our jurisdiction.

• 238 apprentices are working out of local 1245.

• 320 are working out of 47 and 29 – working out of 196

• 30 are unemployed, 10 are not available to work for various reasons and 4 are on a leave

• 66 apprentices graduated to journeyman linenman this year.

• 312 new apprentices indentured as outside line apprentices this year.

The CalNev JATC trustees have spent nearly two years considering four different properties before finally getting one that we should be closing on this fall. The property for the new CalNev JATC Northern California Training Center has passed all the hurdles that the other three could not, and plans are under way for this new state-of-the-art training center. The property is a little over 13 acres and located in Woodland, California. Once the purchase is final, work on the new facility will soon begin.

As we work on building this new facility to handle the increased load of apprentices in Northern California, the current northern training programs, which used to be held at the SMUD training center, have relocated to a different and larger training facility. The new temporary Northern California CalNev JATC Training site, located at 6200 Franklin Blvd in Sacramento, was the previous site of a Campbell’s Soup facility. The building is 6,000 square feet, which will allow us to handle the increased volume of apprentices and install our new Trans Banker transformer within.

To get to the building: From Hwy 99, take the 47th exit and head West on 47th. Once you cross Franklin Blvd take the first driveway on your right. The parking lot is 100 yards off on 47th on the left. The training facility is the larger of the two steel buildings.

Events

• First Aid & CPR is the second Saturday of every month at our Riverside and Sacramento locations.

Dispatch

Please call the hotline after hours for daily counts related to actual numbers on the Books.

All 1245 OSL members are encouraged to sign up and create an account through the Local 1245 website. Once registered, you will be able to check your books status, make changes to personal information, pay union dues and even check on available jobs without having to call the dispatch office for this information. This is a very useful tool for our OSL members.

Please call the hotline for details on all available calls.

California, from page 30

• Holds investor-owned utilities accountable by having Cal-FIRE perform the post-work inspections of all line clearance work.

Thanks to the time and effort that IBEW activists, staff and lobbyists put in at the Capitol, SB 247 passed the Assembly and Senate during the final week of the 2019 legislative session without any opposition. Gov. Newsom signed the bill into law on Oct. 2.

As we prepare for this new law to go into effect, IBEW 1245 will be providing our tree trimmers members with additional information and a more in-depth understanding of how these new policies will impact you and your crew. In the meantime, if you have any questions, please reach out to your Business Rep.

— Tom Dalzell, Business Manager, IBEW Local 1245

October – December 2019
Setting Poles in the Orinda Hills

The affluent Bay Area suburb of Orinda, CA is situated just outside the Caldecott Tunnel, adjacent to Tilden Regional Park. About 25% of the town is classified as a very high fire-hazard severity zone, and IBEW 1245 outside construction members have been assisting PG&E to harden the utility infrastructure in the hills of Orinda in order to mitigate the risk of fire.

Keeping an Eye Out

In mid-October, the Utility Reporter caught up with IBEW members from Alvah Contractors as they worked to replace dozens of poles in the highest-risk areas of Orinda. The pole work is a key component of a comprehensive reconductor project being overseen by PG&E.

“Every pole out here is changing to a bigger pole, and all the wire is changing out to tree wire, which is more fire-resistant — it’s coated, so if a branch touches it, it won’t catch fire,” explained Alvah General Foreman Adam Navarro, a four-year member of IBEW 1245. “Once we have enough poles done in a section, then we pull in the new wire.”

While the work is nothing new for the IBEW crews, the job wasn’t without its share of challenges. But Navarro was confident that the members he had working on the job were up to the task.

“We’re pulling out the old wire, which is really small, and can be dangerous, but I’ve got good guys who recognize any potential dangers,” he said. “Pulling dead wire next to hot wire is routine for us — but that doesn’t make it any less dangerous. That’s why we always take the time to look at every pole, keeping an eye out for any obstruction, anything that could hang up wire.”

Navarro observed that on this particular job, nearly every pole had an angle — which meant the wire was curved like an S, all the way down to the end, and for crews that are accustomed to pulling straight wire, that curvature can present something of a challenge. He also noted that the four Alvah crews he had on the job that day were all working on narrow, winding back-roads with steep terrain and unpredictable vehicle and bike traffic — none of which is particularly conducive to utility work.

“We want to be good to the people driving in the neighborhood,” said Navarro, “but at same time, we’ve got to do our jobs.”

In order to keep the crews — as well as the residents — safe, traffic control from UTCS was also sent in to direct the cars around the line crews and their trucks.

“Gotta keep your head on the swivel, ducking the traffic while maintaining a safe work zone,” said UTCS Flagger Nicholas Ramirez, who joined Local 1245 about a year ago and clearly takes his work very seriously. “We’re working between 10- and 12-hour days, so it’s long hours… but you’ve got to stay on your toes.”

Feeling Connected

Navarro is clearly brimming with union pride, remarking on the many benefits that the IBEW affords him and his crew members.

“Whenever I’m working next to someone who’s also IBEW, I can trust that they have the right skills, because they’ve gone through the union apprenticeship that taught them what I know,” he said. “It’s a brotherhood, so you really feel connected to the guy working next you. That camaraderie, it’s a good feeling. And we have great benefits too! The union looks out for our best interest, and it’s nice to know we’re being taken of on that level as well.”

Despite being new to the union, Ramirez the flagger is already recognizing the value added with IBEW representation.

“They have decent benefits here,” he said. “I notice them starting to kick in, and I like that. So, that’s pretty good so far.”
Dalzell Briefs Retirees on PG&E Bankruptcy

On Thursday, Sept. 5, IBEW 1245 Business Manager Tom Dalzell gave a special briefing on the PG&E bankruptcy to a group of more than two dozen IBEW 1245 retirees. The retirees traveled from the Sacramento area, the Bay Area and the Central Valley to attend the briefing at the Local 1245 union hall in Vacaville. They averaged 35 years of service. Local 1245 Business Reps Keith Hopp and Lou Mennel (who represent the Sacramento retiree group) also attended, as did Organizer Rene Cruz Martinez.

Dalzell welcomed the retirees and proceeded to explain the enormous amount of time that he’s put in to the bankruptcy, along with very strong team of 1245 staff organizers — Eileen Purcell, shop steward and retiree activist Ruth Bailey, who went to Sacramento to lobby legislators in both July and August, asked Dalzell: “What’s next? How can we keep helping?” In response, Dalzell thanked the group again for stepping up to defend their union and asked them to “stay tuned” and be at the ready. When asked for a show of hands to see how many are ready to go back to Sacramento, all 25 hands immediately shot up in the air!

Dalzell started his presentation by detailing all of the landmark worker protections that 1245 won through the passage of AB 1054 in July, while simultaneously thanking the retirees for their active participation lobbying legislators in Sacramento to get the bill passed over the summer. He then explained the complex cast of key players who are actively involved in the bankruptcy proceedings, including various hedge funds and bond holders, as well as the company’s new Board of Directors.

In response to a question about pensions, Dalzell firmly declared, “We have a moral duty to protect retiree pensions!” He reassured the group that their pensions are fully protected and are not part of the bankruptcy proceeding, and PG&E has continued to fully fund the pension despite the bankruptcy. Additionally, he noted that retiree medical is also protected and is outside the bankruptcy.

He explained that much of the union’s success in protecting members and retirees during bankruptcy stems from 1245’s growing political power and influence that’s been cultivated by our organizing stewards, the emergency response team, and the increased engagement from retirees. He told the retirees how the organizing stewards program has placed trained 1245 organizers in 15 campaigns across California and six other states in 2018 alone — and in 26 states (often in solidarity with other IBEW locals in organizing efforts) since 2011. Dalzell presented a key example out of Missouri, where the IBEW locals asked us to send troops to help defeat a statewide anti-union “right to work” ballot initiative. Local 1245 sent eight organizing stewards to St Louis and Kansas City to help get the vote out, contributing to organized labor’s enormous success in defeating the initiative. And in 2018, when 1245 needed assistance to defeat Question 3 in Nevada, we reached out to IBEW locals across the country and 14 locals responded. Now, the IBEW has a mutual aid pact with sister locals for future battles!

Dalzell recognized the work that 1245’s growing political power and influence that’s been cultivated by our organizing stewards, the emergency response team, and the increased engagement from retirees. He told the retirees how the organizing stewards program has placed trained 1245 organizers in 15 campaigns across California and six other states in 2018 alone — and in 26 states (often in solidarity with other IBEW locals in organizing efforts) since 2011. Dalzell presented a key example out of Missouri, where the IBEW locals asked us to send troops to help defeat a statewide anti-union “right to work” ballot initiative. Local 1245 sent eight organizing stewards to St Louis and Kansas City to help get the vote out, contributing to organized labor’s enormous success in defeating the initiative. And in 2018, when 1245 needed assistance to defeat Question 3 in Nevada, we reached out to IBEW locals across the country and 14 locals responded. Now, the IBEW has a mutual aid pact with sister locals for future battles!

Dalzell recognized the work that 1245 staff organizers — Eileen Purcell, Rene Cruz Martinez and myself — have played in building this powerful program.

At the end of the meeting, 25-year shop steward and retiree activist Ruth Bailey, who went to Sacramento to lobby legislators in both July and August, asked Dalzell: “What’s next? How can we keep helping?” In response, Dalzell thanked the group again for stepping up to defend their union and asked them to “stay tuned” and be at the ready. When asked for a show of hands to see how many are ready to go back to Sacramento, all 25 hands immediately shot up in the air!

The retirees expressed how much they appreciated Dalzell taking the time to brief them and take their questions — and most importantly for inviting them to join with active members to take action to protect their benefits and strengthen 1245!

— Fred Ross, IBEW 1245 Staff Organizer

Photos by Rene Cruz Martinez
Earlier in the fall, members of IBEW 1245’s Reno/Sparks Retirees Club demonstrated their solidarity with 50,000 striking GM workers by joining a march and rally outside a GM parts distribution facility in Stead, NV, about 15 miles north of Reno.

“Great experience! The UAW members were very thankful and amazed at the turn out to support them. They had been picketing since Monday in the cold and rain,” reported 1245 retiree Rita Weisshaar.
force you into taking short cuts.

**Central Area**

Asplundh Tree Expert (Nevada Energy): Work continues in Northern Nevada and Lake Tahoe. We have crews working from Las Vegas helping in Lake Tahoe with the projects still ongoing. The company’s having major retention issues with the work going on in Northern California on PG&E property. They are aware of the possible changes regarding the upcoming wage adjustment in California. The company is going to meet with NV Energy to discuss rates in order to keep its personnel in Nevada.

Mowbray (PG&E & SMUD): We still have several open grievances with the company. We’re expecting to force this issue this month as we continue to work through the grievance process. Some of the grievances are beyond our control and we are doing everything possible to resolve before having to take to an arbitrator for final resolution. The company has been hiring at SMUD. Crews have been scattered all over PG&E property system-wide. Mountain Tree Service (PG&E — Angels Camp, Jackson, Yolo, Solano and Stockton): Crews are all working overtime. We have been receiving complaints of wages being off from what’s listed in the union agreement. We have been following up with those matters as they come to our attention. We did have a Grievance Review Committee meeting on August 14 in Vacaville. We settled all open matters.

Mountain Enterprise (Liberty Energy & PG&E — South Lake Tahoe & Truckee): Mountain has crews working in both areas of the Lake. Conditions are starting to change and the members are gearing for the incline weather to begin. In Placer & El Dorado division, crews are continuing to work overtime. The company has been moving crews wherever they are needed. We don’t expect to change this at any time soon! We have been getting complaints from members who are not certain which contract they fall under. Most of the employees should be listed under the routine agreement. We know the pension office has inquired about this, and has requested an outside audit to confirm what has been taking place on PG&E property.

Davey Tree Surgery and Pole Test & Treatment: The Grievance Review Committee needs to discuss a few grievances. We also have a situation where a Foreman had been demoted, and told he was going to be retrained, but no one has given him any timeline of when this training was supposed to take place.

Davey no longer has operations in El Dorado division. The remaining hands moved over to Placer County to continue working for the company. Crews have been working on WAPA projects for a while now! We had a member named Francisco Cardoza, age 23, from Diablo Division who was tragically shot and killed while on vacation with his family in Sinaloa, Mexico. Francisco left behind his parents and siblings who live in San Pablo, CA.

Two individuals who had been upgraded for several years to General Foreman retained their bargaining unit status and associated benefits. Davey Tree unilaterally prorated PRD in March and the two individuals did not realize they were no longer paying dues until their LINECO banked hours ran out in September. We are pursuing resolution through the grievance procedure.

**Wright Tree (SMUD, Truckee Meadows Water, PG&E, Transmission):** Someone in payroll at TMWA had made a mistake and overpaid the employees for several months. The company informed the employees of this mistake and demanded the money to be back paid. The crews in Napa are still working in Novato. Transmission is still working out of Martinez, CA.

**Southern Area**

All contractors are looking to hire people and we are receiving calls from all of them asking for help. All the contractors are bringing in lots of sub-contractors to help them keep up with the current forecast. All contractors are working 4-10 schedules, making Fridays mandatory, while Saturdays and Sundays are voluntary. Lots of overtime being worked, not hearing any complaints so far. We’ve been telling all members to pace themselves and be safe.

We are having issues with some contractors not paying the Linanco Medical Insurance, and the Benesys Tree Pension. We have filed grievances against them and are trying to resolve quickly. We are still having accidents and outrageous. Mario’s had an outage in early fall, and the crew was suspended until further notice. Mario’s has not reported this to the union, we heard it from our members. Arborworks reported an outage last week in the Yosemite Division. Two crews working together fell a top on a pole causing an outage. Everyone has been suspended and the incident is under investigation. Mountain Firewood Enterprise had an employee fall 30 ft from a tree, resulting with a broken leg.

Our union members are calling often about SB 247, the new tree trimmer bill that Governor Newsom signed into law in early October. They are curious and excited, and we are telling them to be patient and we will have more information coming shortly. This new law is a monumental event, history being made. I would like to thank Tom Dalzell, Ralph Armstrong, Hunter Stern and all involved in making this possible. What a big victory!

**Árboles, de la página 31**

una resolución a través del procedimiento de quejas.

**Wright Tree (SMUD, Truckee Meadows Water, PG&E, Transmission):** alguien que trabaja en el departamento de nómina de TMWA se equivocó y estuvieron pagando en exceso a los empleados durante varios meses. La compañía les informó a los empleados sobre este error y exigió que devolvieran el dinero que habían recibido en exceso. Las cuadrillas en Napa continúan trabajando en Novato. Transmisión continúa trabajando desde Martinez, CA.

**Zona Sur**

 Todos los contratistas están contratando personal, recibimos llamadas de ellos solicitando ayuda. Todos los contratistas están incorporando a subcontratistas por lotes para ayudarlos a cumplir con el pronóstico vigente. Todos los Contratistas están trabajando en horarios 4-10, haciendo que los viernes sean obligatorios, y los sábados y domingos voluntarios. Se está trabajando mucho sobre tiempo, hasta ahora no hemos escuchado quejas sobre esto. Les hemos estado diciendo a todos los miembros que trabajan a un ritmo pausado y con seguridad.

Tenemos problemas con algunos contratistas que no están pagando el seguro médico Lineco, y la jubilación Benesys Tree Pension. Hemos presentado quejas contra ellos y estamos tratando de resolverlas rápidamente.

Siguiendo acontecimientos y cortes de electricidad, Mario’s tuvo un corte de electricidad la semana pasada, y la cuadrilla ha sido suspendida hasta nuevo aviso. Mario’s no informó sobre esto al sindicato, lo escuchamos de nuestros miembros. Arborworks informó sobre un corte de electricidad la semana pasada en la división Yosemite. Dos cuadrillas que estaban trabajando juntas tumbaron la copa de un árbol que cayó sobre un poste, lo que ocasionó una interrupción de electricidad. Todos han sido suspendidos y el incidente está bajo investigación. Un empleado de Mountain Firewood Enterprise cayó 30 pies de un árbol y se fracturó una pierna.

Nuestros miembros del sindicato nos llaman con frecuencia para preguntar sobre la SB 247, la nueva ley aprobada por el gobernador Newsom a principios de octubre. Tienen curiosidad y están emocionados, y les estamos diciendo que tengan paciencia y que pronto tendremos más información. Esta nueva ley es un evento muy importante, se está haciendo historia. Quisiéramos agradecer a Tom Dalzell, Ralph Armstrong, Hunter Stern y todos aquellos que hicieron esto posible. ¡Qué gran victoria!
Congratulations on your service!

Utility Reporter

California, de la página 30

Gracias al tiempo y esfuerzo que los activistas, personal y cabilderos del IBEW invirtieron en el Capitolio, la ley SB 247 fue aprobada por la Asamblea y el Senado durante la última semana de la sesión legislativa de 2019 sin ninguna oposición. El Gobernador Newsom firmó el ejecutarse de esta ley el 2 de octubre.

A medida que nos preparamos para la entrada en vigor de esta nueva ley, el IBEW 1245 les suministrará información adicional y explicaciones más detalladas sobre el impacto de estas nuevas políticas sobre ustedes y sus cuadrillas. Mientras tanto, si tienen alguna pregunta, por favor contáctenos a su Representante de Negocios.

— Tom Dalzell, Gerente de Negocios, IBEW Local 1245
SERVICE AWARDS
San Luis Obispo
April 6, 2019

40 Years
Front row, from left: Nicholas Molnar, Sandra Wessel and Tim Rademacher. Back row, from left: Stephen Valdez, Paul Evangelista, Patrick Haentjens and Jerry Camacho

35 Years
Front row, from left: Robert Rael, Mindy Downum and Keith Howland. Back row, from left: Brian Cook, David Flores, Jerry Camacho, Cheryl Stoltenberg and Tricia Witt

25 Years
From left: Stephanie Ewan, Christoph Drinkard and Diana Munoz

20 Years
Front row, from left: William Garris, Jose Juarez. Back row, from left: Jeremy Winn and Chris Fong

15 Years
Columbus, Kevin Donkirk, Christoph Ewen, Stephanie Laguna, Rick Diana Munoz Quiram, Douglas Robins, Michael Rodriguez, Brian Rozen, Susan Schmitt, John Silva, Robert Ryan, Timothy Sherwin, Larry Stoltenberg, Chevy Wiggins, Michael Wilson, Mark Wit, Tricia

10 Years
Maldonado, Francisco Marling, Paul McFadden, Dianne Meade, Joshua Mendosa, Tony Meyers, Leonard Jr, Mirus, Bradley Nebian, Toric Panno, Alfred Pittman, Russell Robey, Paul Roper, Dean Ruth, Chris Tovary, Michael Waters, Caleb Winn, Jeremy Zenker, Jesse

5 Years
Amos, Mark Anderson, Mark Ashford, Darren Barry, Gayle Carter, Jeffrey Castanon, Troy Chestnutt, Andrew Cook, Brian Cox, Robert Dalva, Mario

HONOREES

50 Years
Kiby, Ronald

45 Years
De Leon, Sylvia May, Stephen

40 Years

35 Years
Anderson, Mark Ashford, Darren Barry, Gayle Carter, Jeffrey Castanon, Troy Chestnutt, Andrew Cook, Brian Cox, Robert Dalva, Mario

25 Years
Brown, Corey Carter, Eric Davidson, Scott Fong, Chris Garris, William Juarez, Jose Maldonado, Benito Novothy, Dean Pierce, Charles Reisdeing, Walter Stuecks, Daniel Tovary, Michael Waters, Caleb Winn, Jeremy Zenker, Jesse

20 Years
Anthony, David Babams, James

15 Years
Alayas, Juan Brantston, Jeff Campos, Tara Carver, Tonya Cogan, Kyle Cox, Michael Craig, Mark Croom, Lanny Dignaloma, Jeffrey Drake, Catherine Evangelista, Nicholas Farris, Philip Gallegos, Gonzalo Galullo, Humberto Goff, Jeremy Granada, Noel Helberg, Joseph Kadoke, Todd Kelley, Larry Knutson, Dustin Korthuis, Cindy Krisell, Brandon Lavine, Jason Linzer, Evan Livingston, Catherine

10 Years
Bamberger, Patrick Battala, Omar Brown, Danielle Comnick, Kevin Contreras, Daniel Daniels, Joseph Delpillips, Matthew Dineen, Bruce Foster, John Gabriel, Thomas Gardner, Bria Holts, Chris Hough, Jimmy Hudson, Inger Hudton, Felipe Kelley, Shaun Knott, Cory

5 Years
Agne, Anne Antonelli, Mitchell Apodaca, Johnny Aseyer, Richard Bagley, Kevin Bantin, Michael Bernt, Jeffrey Billips, Jason Brown, Matthew Brookway, Michael Brophy, Kevin Brown, Matthew Clark, Matthew Cooke, Daniel Coughran, Joseph Curnan, Stephen Derner, Scott Gibson, Anthony Guerrero, Alfredo Gutierrez, Omar Hadick, Clayton Hagen, Robin Henslin, Dallas Hill, Eric Holmes, Craig Howren, Olga Irick, Michael Kaher, Trent Knupp, Paul Jr, Robert Korthuis, Kalliyon McNell, Steven Meja, Maximo Mendoza, Josue Neal, Wesley Jr, Reedermeyer, William Ockin, Ryan Ortiz, Jose Jr, Oslina, Gary Parker, Brent Ponce, Rafael Ramirez, Andrew Rea, Sally Reese, David Reaume, Garrett Righetti, Nancy Sage, Matthew Sanchez, Anthony Schoepf, Scott Schultz, Dustin Sims, Paul Slatton, Timothy Torres, Joseph Vollmer, Leslie Wallace, Michael Wilson, Donald Zak, Zack

From left: Leslie Vollmer and Anthony Sanchez.

30 Years
Ortiz, Eugene Jr, Robert Petersen, Gary Rizzo, Chris Sanders, James Williams, Steven Ziniker, Jesse

25 Years

20 Years
Anthony, David Babams, James

15 Years
Alayas, Juan Brantston, Jeff Campos, Tara Carver, Tonya Cogan, Kyle Cox, Michael Craig, Mark Croom, Lanny Dignaloma, Jeffrey Drake, Catherine Evangelista, Nicholas Farris, Philip Gallegos, Gonzalo Galullo, Humberto Goff, Jeremy Granada, Noel Helberg, Joseph Kadoke, Todd Kelley, Larry Knutson, Dustin Korthuis, Cindy Krisell, Brandon Lavine, Jason Linzer, Evan Livingston, Catherine

10 Years
Bamberger, Patrick Battala, Omar Brown, Danielle Comnick, Kevin Contreras, Daniel Daniels, Joseph Delpillips, Matthew Dineen, Bruce Foster, John Gabriel, Thomas Gardner, Bria Holts, Chris Hough, Jimmy Hudson, Inger Hudton, Felipe Kelley, Shaun Knott, Cory

5 Years
Agne, Anne Antonelli, Mitchell Apodaca, Johnny Aseyer, Richard Bagley, Kevin Bantin, Michael Bernt, Jeffrey Billips, Jason Brown, Matthew Brookway, Michael Brophy, Kevin Brown, Matthew Clark, Matthew Cooke, Daniel Coughran, Joseph Curnan, Stephen Derner, Scott Gibson, Anthony Guerrero, Alfredo Gutierrez, Omar Hadick, Clayton Hagen, Robin Henslin, Dallas Hill, Eric Holmes, Craig Howren, Olga Irick, Michael Kaher, Trent Knupp, Paul Jr, Robert Korthuis, Kalliyon McNell, Steven Meja, Maximo Mendoza, Josue Neal, Wesley Jr, Reedermeyer, William Ockin, Ryan Ortiz, Jose Jr, Oslina, Gary Parker, Brent Ponce, Rafael Ramirez, Andrew Rea, Sally Reese, David Reaume, Garrett Righetti, Nancy Sage, Matthew Sanchez, Anthony Schoepf, Scott Schultz, Dustin Sims, Paul Slatton, Timothy Torres, Joseph Vollmer, Leslie Wallace, Michael Wilson, Donald Zak, Zack

From left: Leslie Vollmer and Anthony Sanchez.
SERVICE
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Eureka
May 31, 2019

25 Years From left: Sandra Mendoza, (Dalzell) and Michelle Smith

Photos by John Storey

30 Years Front row, from left: Rick Beyes, Juanita Andrade and James Lathrop. Back row, from left: Jesse Zenker, Chris Rizer, Kenneth Long and Jerry Gutierrez

15 Years Front row, from left: Dean Ruppprecht, Todd Kadota and Noel Granada. Back row, from left: Russell Pittman, Dustin Knutson and Jeff Bruberry

10 Years Front row, from left: Felipe Huitron, Briana Gardner and Shaun Kelley. Back row, from left: Kenny Razo, Mitchell Madsen and Michelle Uc and Isaac Mosgofian

5 Years Front row, from left: Jose Ortiz, Anne Agin and Daniel Cooks. Back row, from left: Nancy Righetti, Brent Parker and Richard Aubery

40 Years From left: Business Rep Mark McCrea, Brian Southworth and Business Manager Tom Dalzell

35 Years From left: James Walpole, (Dalzell) and Bill Fisher

Photos by John Storey

Congratulations on your service!

45 Years Bollan, Randy

40 Years Southworth, Brian

25 Years Butler, Mark

Andrews, Ted

Criden, William

Fishier, Bill

Marsh, Leroy Jr.

Page, David

Rasmussen, Jeff

Richards, David

Richardson, Michael

Walpole, James

Yovan, Steve

20 Years Martin, Mark

Rapich, Robert

15 Years Ammon, Jon

Baty, Kevin

Biondini, Justin

Byers, Michael

Del Grande, Michael

Ewanz, Richard

Fee, Chris

Goerss, Christina

Hicks, Date

Harris, Sara

Lorenc, Jill

Marsh, Sean

McDonald-Williams, Christine

McDonald-Williams, Jeremiah

Murdoch, Jeremy

Myers, Troy

Nix, Timothy

Rydhk, Louis

Varela, Erick

Wood, Jacob

10 Years Barthman, Brian

Batttllochi, Jeff

Cox, Ryan

Cruz, Jed

Darling, Julie

Doudna, Aquila

Edwards-Moore, Timothy

Griffith, Michael

Griffith, Michael

5 Years Blake, Sa-Gop

Bardback, Ross

Colwell, Lewis

Cruz, Jacob

Eifford, David

Gruenitzmecher, Ricky

Hollesen, Trisha

Jenny-Pakastewa, Benjamin

Miglinorin, Alexander

Nixon, William

Peters, Michael

Phillis, Cohl

Romers, Nicholas

Thompson, Rhyan

Thurman, Donna

Urbina, Hugo

Wakeman, Steven

White, Joshua

Whitten, David

Woods, Clinton

Woody, Jacob

Honorees
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50 Years From left: Stuart Neblett with Business Manager Tom Dalzell

40 Years front row, from left: Alton Hutcheson and James Foster Jr. Back row, from left: Dan Washburn and (Dalzell)

25 Years Front row, from left: John Walker, Roger Trunnell, Philip Baker and Randy Sandifer. Back row, from left: Richard Ala and Duane Baker

15 Years From left: Brian Smith, Nick Kanabrocki and Brian Klingerman

Photos by John Storey

HONOREES

50 Years
Bonner, Ernest
Neblett, Stuart
45 Years
Keller, Jay
McFarlan, Dennis
Perry, Bruce
40 Years
Foong, Ke
Foster, James Jr.
Harman, Robert
Hutcheson, Alton
Pearson, Kenneth
Washburn, Daniel
Weston, Kevin
35 Years
Alward, James
Bell, John
Bradley, Geraldine
Dunnell, Dan
Davis, Roger
Evina, Roy
Lewis, Walt
Roderick, Douglas
Sexton, Steven
Taylor, John
Wildoner, Barbara
Wilson, Raymond
Wolverton, Harold
30 Years
Allen, Philip
Boughn, Bruce
Bouck, Larry
Buchanan, Carl
Campbell, Scott
Hassett, Krista
O’Neal, Virgil
Pedersen, Joe
Scott, Michael
Titos, Steve
Wallace, Kenny
Zalesny, Terrance
25 Years
Ala, Richard
Baker, Duane
Baker, Philip
Cramer, Ross
Donham, Ganniel
Hempiing, Vance
Sandifer, Randy
Trunnell, John
Walker, Roger
20 Years
Adams, Brian
Baker, Robert
Babe, Robert
Buchanan, Carl
Campbell, Scott
Goulart, Robert
Johnson, Paul
Jolley, Ronald
Manion, Rex
Martin, John
Nashman, Ken
Omer, Travis
15 Years
Adair, James
Adkins, Joseph
Anden, James
Barry, Steve
Bell, James
Benedict, Sherry
Boughton, Paul
Brest, Henry
Bryce, Ronald
Cain, Benjamin
Cantrell, Kevin
Coffee, Bill
Coe, James
Coggins, Kevin
Coll, Jesse
Crawford, Robert
Creses, Cal
Davenport, James
Drew, Matt
Etler, Andrea
Floyd, David
Froese, Jamie
Hackett, Dennis
Hall, Mark
Herzog, Michael
Hoogstad, Dennis
Huntsman, Robert
Jackson, David
Kanabrocki, Nick
Kalsarni, Ryan
Klingerman, Brian
Knight, James
Lloyd, Mark
Loose, Eric
Marin, Marks
McDaniel, Darrell
McCurry, Brent
McCullin, Caleb
Meier, Craig
Mendel, Christopher
Myers, Norman
Nelley, Stephen
New, Dares
Norstorf, Fredrick
Olson, Thomas
Peery, Timothy
Seylar, Timothy
Smith, Kevin
Smith, Jason
Smith, Brian
Spratik, Thomas
Steele, Kevin
Sutton, Timothy
Taylor, Ben
Trabold, Richard
Van Dusen, Charles
Waldron, Steve
Watson, Mike
Woolerm, Floyd
Young, Ryan
10 Years
Aiken, Tony
Avey, Michael
Bell, Steven
Brumon, Gary
Burnett, Nicolas
Cagiglio, Fiero
Campbell, David
Coughram, Drew
Cox, Michael
Ducat, Daniel
Fields, James
File, Trevor
Henry, David
Hixton, Edward
Jostock, Paul
Keller, Allen
Macias, Jaime
Menefee, Jeffrey
Meredith, Jared
Noonan, Joseph
Olsen, Randal
Osburn, Sean
Parson, Nicholas
Pitlock, Gerald
Pittin, Reese
Prather, Michael
Pupser, Cole
Sanderst, Samuel
Small, Bryan
Small, Kevin
Smith, Jason
Smith, Brian
Spratik, Thomas
Steele, Kevin
Sutton, Timothy
Taylor, Ben
Trabold, Richard
Van Dusen, Charles
Waldron, Steve
Watson, Mike
Woolerm, Floyd
Young, Ryan
5 Years
Amacher, Jeff
Ashburn, Devon
Bauer, Bryan
Beeman, Derek
Benoit, Denis
Blunt, Zachariah
Bomman, Jadesun
Brannon, Kenneth
Brule, Wade
Brown, Jeffrey
Bryant, Kristin
Bush, Kenneth
Cawthorn, Tyler
Clark, Michael
Condro, Jason
Davis, Codi
Davis, Jared
Dell, Randi
Dobrec-Overman, Felicia
Dobson, VULATE
Dorsey, Stephen
Eastlund, Matthew
Wills, Brian
Young, Torre
Garrison, Brad
Gentle, Marty
Gibson, William
Gilland, Kevin
Green, Lucas
Griffin, Travis
Grillman, Bruce
Hensley, Caelen
Huff, Jason
Johnhron, Ryan
Kee, David
Kennedy, Leo III
Kirstlatter, Justin
King, Jason
Klug, Roy
Knoth, Brandon
Lindon, David
Littlepage, Josh
Liao, Daniel
Loveres, Randy
Loulou, Christopher
Ludwick, Brian J.
Martin, Samuel
Mastnoria, Michael
Meier, Wade
Melo, Steven
Menefee, Steven
Minter, Ronald
Millrup, Craig
Moreno, Michael
Oriz, Rocky
Paul, Giovanni
Pearson, Paul
Pemberton, Celsie
Penagranges, Kevin
Phillips, David
Pitkin, Reese
Prather, Michael
Purcell, Cole
Sanderst, Samuel
Small, Bryan
Small, Ricky
Saville, Ronald
Spoon, Michael
Stutz, Rich
Stuart, Preston
Suber, Michael
Thompson, Matthew
Torgerson, Zachary
Vorberg, Chad
Woyt, John
Zamora, Gary
Zepeda, Enrique

October – December 2019
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Congratulations on your service!

5 Years
Front row, from left: Michael Suber, David Phillips and Kyle Cattanach. Back row, from left: Kevin Gilliland and Jared Davis

10 Years
Front row, from left: David Henry, Nicolas Burkett and Trevor File. Back row, from left: Norman Schneider and Sidney III Rosensteel, Richard

Photos by John Storey
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Ukiah
June 1, 2019

5 Years
Front row, from left: Jordan Miller, Clifford Gee and Kristin Kunzt. Back row, from left: Daniel Gregorio-Arroyo and Corey Dillon

Photos by John Storey
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HONOREES

45 Years
Howe, Samuel
Village, Lomie

40 Years
Dooley, Raymond
Glaze, Terry
Hoffman, Sam Jr.
Matthews, Jack
Mormino, Kenneth
Myers, Sidney III
Rosensteel, Richard

35 Years
Banfill, Ray
Bilbro, Kirk
Breci, Anthony
Evans, Michael
Giese, Larry
Harman, Erik
Kelly, James
Kelgos, Robin
Kitchner, Brent

30 Years
La Delle, Monte
Lazarovich, Paul
Markarian, Alan
McCrea, Mark
Neri, Robert Jr.
Or, Neil Jr.
Pearson, Paul
Pizzo, David
Segal, Steve
Sullivan, Kenneth
Vaughn, T
Wells, Thomas

25 Years
Deetz, Scott
Folk, Joshua
Hernandez, Michael
Hill, William
Huck, Dominic
Kennedy, Cyrus
Larimore, Dylan
Lopez, Jerome
Malnati, Anthony
Martinez, Alyssa
McCallum, Irvin
McKeeley, Jeremy
Meyer, Scott
O’Brien, James
Perry, Russell
Pickrell, Howard
Pullen, Caleb
Southard, Jacob
Stiles, Walter

20 Years
Beverlin, Shawn
Davis, Brandon
Guy, Kevin
Hageman, Jason
Markowski, Jason
O’Neill, Thomas
Robles, Victor

15 Years
Baze, Harry II
Bowlad, Darin
Branden, Cole
Felicich, David
Finney, Jennifer
Garcia, Jorge
Gomes, Tony

10 Years
From left: Russell Perry and James O’Brien

Photos by John Storey
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Krome, James
Langston, Cheyne
Langston, Shilo
Lim, Michael
Lyly, Alan
Markham, Timothy
McCullough, Craig
Mee, Clifford
Miles, Marvin
Miller, Jordan
Molett, Ricky Jr.
Naugawa, Spencer
Navarro, Jose Sr.
Neil, Brendon
Nor, Tyler
Orozco, Miguel
Pickering, Casey
Rege, Rance
Rodriguez, Jose
Sanderson, Nathan
Soderquist, Jordon
Southard, Brett
Stencel, James
Woodruff, Bruce
Wright, Bellinda
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30 Years
From left: Doug Lemley, (McCrea) and Daniel Garcia

35 Years
Front row, from left: Ray Banfill, Neil Orr Jr. and (McCrea). Back row, from left: Kenneth Sullivan, David Pizzo, Larry Giese and Steve Segale

Photos by John Storey
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35 Years
Adam, Aaron
Apanatoad, Brian
Barrett, Sean
Baur, Earl
Beck, Brad
Beck, Charles
Brown, Dustin
Camara, Casey
Chacon, Joseph
Chavez, Juan
Co, Steven Jr.
Cooper, Christopher
Dillon, Corey
Dodd, Kevin
Doherty, Daniel
Duffy, David
Gust, Adam
Glass, Sammy
Greene, Janelia
Gregorio-Arroyo, Daniel
Hence, Jesse
Hernandez, Ruben
Hicks, Tyler
Huck, Anthony
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Congratulations on your service!
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HONOREES

55 Years
Manley, Richard
45 Years
Ray, Richard
Ricardy, Richard
40 Years
Anderson, Mark
Barrett, Robert
Bell, Rex
Bowman, Timothy
Bredfield, Steve
Carey, David
Gomes, David
Jones, Kevin
Kennedy, Ronald
Mouny, Scott
O’Neil, Linda
Parker, James
Sanders, James
Wilson, Jeffrey
Ybara, Frank

35 Years
Atoldo, Cecil
Barnes, Robert
Campos-Ayala, Alice
Childs, Noel
Dystile, Dennis
Edwards, Arlene
Ewane, Rodney
Hill, Craig
Hogg, Keith
Huggins, Joseph
Irie, Jim
Leppard, Randall
Lococo, James
Malacco, Marty
McCain, David
Michaels, Duane
Pitts, Stephen
Puetz, Robert
Rapoza, Joseph
Razo, Steven
Saldivar, Eloy
Silva, Shane
Silvera, Edward Jr.
Simon, Ron
Stewart, Gary
Sitz, Kit
Slobar, Cheryl
Thorne, Richard
Tidwell, Margie
Watson, Robert

30 Years
Christensen, John
Dewey, Julie
Garcia, Fernando
Hardin, Letia
Hed, Russell
Lisa, Philip
Marsh, Robert
Martin, Matsushita, Kenneth
Morton, Dave
Patterson, David Jr.
Peters, Jay
Roberts, Ted Jr.
Russell, Brian
Sakas, Zenaida
Smith, Bruce
Tipton, Troy
Zoech, Tim

25 Years
Beini, Gene
Benjamin, Michelle
Cara, Kenneth
Hill, Steven
McManus, Sean
McClay, Jason
Seagard, Robert
Silvera, Edward Jr.
Smith, Mark
Tisch, Dan
Wadsworth, Robert
Waddle, John
Watson, Robert

20 Years
Barrett, Robert
Clarke, Robert
Corsi, Stephen
Gross, Ron
Krause, Mark
McManus, Sean
McMillan, Robert
Peters, Robert
Rapoza, Joseph
Razo, Steven
Saldivar, Eloy
Silvera, Edward Jr.
Simon, Ron
Stewart, Gary
Sitz, Kit
Slobar, Cheryl
Thorne, Richard
Tidwell, Margie
Watson, Robert

15 Years
Atoldo, Cecil
Barnes, Robert
Campos-Ayala, Alice
Childs, Noel
Dystile, Dennis
Edwards, Arlene
Ewane, Rodney
Hill, Craig
Hogg, Keith
Huggins, Joseph
Irie, Jim
Leppard, Randall
Lococo, James
Malacco, Marty
McCain, David
Michaels, Duane
Pitts, Stephen
Puetz, Robert
Rapoza, Joseph
Razo, Steven
Saldivar, Eloy
Silva, Shane
Silvera, Edward Jr.
Simon, Ron
Stewart, Gary
Sitz, Kit
Slobar, Cheryl
Thorne, Richard
Tidwell, Margie
Watson, Robert

10 Years
Atoldo, Cecil
Barnes, Robert
Campos-Ayala, Alice
Childs, Noel
Dystile, Dennis
Edwards, Arlene
Ewane, Rodney
Hill, Craig
Hogg, Keith
Huggins, Joseph
Irie, Jim
Leppard, Randall
Lococo, James
Malacco, Marty
McCain, David
Michaels, Duane
Pitts, Stephen
Puetz, Robert
Rapoza, Joseph
Razo, Steven
Saldivar, Eloy
Silva, Shane
Silvera, Edward Jr.
Simon, Ron
Stewart, Gary
Sitz, Kit
Slobar, Cheryl
Thorne, Richard
Tidwell, Margie
Watson, Robert

Photos by John Storey
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HONOREES

45 Years
From left: Thomas Bird, IBEW 1245 Business Manager Tom Dalzell and Kenneth Bruce

40 Years
Front row, from left: Darel Epper and Michael Coli. Back row, from left: (Dalzell) and Steven Urzeta

35 Years
Front row, from left: Jeffrey Turk and Byron Schindel. Back row, from left: (Dalzell) and Ron Cochran Jr.

15 Years
Front row, from left: With (Dalzell) with Kim Boldi

45 Years
From left: Percy Stahl with Business Rep Adam Weber

45 Years
From left: Thomas Bird, IBEW 1245 Business Manager Tom Dalzell and Kenneth Bruce

45 Years
From left: Brian, Committee Chairman, Klint Williams, Rhonda Williams, Jared Wilson, Derek Williams, Rhonda Williams and Eastern Regional Business Representative Nancy Ganzler.

5 Years
Baze, Michael Jr.
Bink, Charles
Bolton, Chris
Cooper, Brian
Early, Bryan
Gardner, Ted
Gregoriou, Andrew
Hammit, Chris
Henriquez, Hector
Hicks, Mark
Leonard, James
Loubet, Joshua
Lukas, Matthew
Nauganyan, John
Pendleton, Linda
Pigas, Chaz
Rodriguez, Eduardo
Sorrell, John
Stout, David
Stump, Daryl
Swartz, Lisa
Williams, Rhonda
Williams, Klint
Williams, Justin
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Hey guys! Y'all graduating this year?

Yeah, but what next? I don’t know if college is my thing.

You should consider an apprenticeship. It’s a union-sponsored job-training program where you earn while you learn!

My brother is an IBEW apprentice, and he loves it! He’s getting on-the-job experience, in-depth knowledge, critical safety training, and skills that will guarantee him a lifelong career in a trade that he’s passionate about.

I’ve heard that there’s a huge demand for skilled trades workers right now. I should look into it.

Welcome to Career Day

Yeah, college will leave you in debt, but apprentices get paid. Once you “top out,” the wages and benefits are spectacular. I completed my apprenticeship a few years ago, and I make more as a journeyman lineman than most of my friends with college degrees are making. I’m still close with the guys who were in my apprentice class. The journeyman I worked under was the best man at my wedding!

That’s right. Apprenticeship is more than job training. It’s the foundation of a brotherhood that will stay with you for life. No matter where you end up working, and you’ll have opportunities to travel around if you want, you’ll always have that unique bond with your IBEW brothers and sisters.

Tens of thousands of siblings, in every corner of the country! That’s pretty cool, and I like working with my hands. This is sounding better and better!

The program’s pretty competitive, but if you’re serious about it, I’d be happy to chat with you about the application process and answer any questions you might have.

Heck yes! I’ve had enough with these college applications. Let’s go see what an IBEW apprenticeship has to offer!

Unions are proud of their apprenticeship programs. They allow us to recruit top-notch people and give them the best training in the industry, so they’re able to seamlessly step into quality jobs, providing safe and reliable power to millions of customers. IBEW apprentices come from all backgrounds and different walks of life, but through the program, they learn and grow together, forming a tight bond that keeps everyone safe on the job.